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upon a scientific footing, or committing our Spiritual 
and secular interests to the sole regime of intelli
gence. Intelligence is henceforth tbe crowned king 
of men, as the goodness which sanctifies it is their 
sole annointed priest

“ Our leading Protestants and democrats are no . 
doubt wholly unconscious of the strictly humanita- 
ry bearings of our present ecclesiastical and politi
cal rule. They fancy, good easy men, that Protes
tantism and democracy are permanent or final evo
lutions of the religious and social sentiment, and 
are seriously incommoded by the suggestion of 
their rigidly solvent and transitional efficacy. They 
are unwilling to regard these things as mere men
strua through which the Church and the State un
dergo a refining process, or pass on to a glorified 
form of existence; on the contrary they would 
gladly circumscribe the redeeming love to the arena 
of their indefinite and wide-weltering dimensions. 
Neither Protestantism nor democracy as yet sus
pects that it is only, a providential half-way house 
roadside inn, to bait the weary pilgrim on his jour
ney from the old and worn out East to the new and 
blossoming West. And we consequently seeTnany 
a traveler seduced by its foaming tankards and its 
cozy fireside, and its neat-handed Pnillis, into re
garding the inn as-the true goal of his pilgrimage, 
and sinking into an abject loiterer and craven. But 
these, after all, are the sottish sort chiefly, and will 
not be missed when the muster-roll of the mighty 
host is called in the gray of the inevitable morning.

“ The fundamental truth of Protestantism is the 
right of private judgment in Spiritual things, as 
that of democracy is the right of private judgment 
in civil things. In whose behalf are these rights 
asserted? Protestantism does not claim Spiritual 
freedom for one person more than another; demo
cracy does not claim civil freedom for one person 
more than another. They both alike espouse the 
claim of universal man. Protestantism pronounces 
every man Spiritually free, and democracy pro
nounces every man civilly free, by right of his Irirth 
as man. Freedom is his birth right as man, not as 
Catholic or Lutheran, not as Greek or Arabian, not 
as English or American. Hence it is clear that the 
Church, according to the Protestant interpretation 
of it and the State, according to the democratic in
terpretation of it, have a world-wide scope, or iden
tify themselves with the interests of universal man, 
and consequently cannot be perfectly realized until 
some doctrine be developed adequate to cover on the one 
hand the entire field of man’s relation to God, and on 
the other the entire field of his relations to his fellow
man. Both Protestantism and democracy assert a 
universal truth: the one, that man is related to 
God simply as maD, or Spiritually and no longer 
ecclesiastically; the other, that he is related to his 
fellow-man simply as man, or socially and no long
er politically, or humanly and no longer nationally. 
Protestantism is the providential vastation of the 
state considered as an ecclesiasticism. Democracy 
is the providential vastation of the church consid
ered as a police. Luther was only a consummate, 
John tbe Baptist, proclaiming God’s ripened judg
ment upon the church, and baptizing the nations 
henceforth with Spirit instead of water. And Na
poleon was only a grander Vespasian overturning 
his subject state in the interests of universal hu
manity.

“ The foregoing analysis will not be disputed, I 
apprehend, by any one who has been*wont  to ac
knowledge the leading features of human progress. 
To all such it will be evident that we are being 
providentially forced, as it were, into an enlarged 
conception of Church and State, and that we shall 
have no intellectual rest, no repose, indeed, either 
for heart or mind, until we acquiesce in this neces
sity. As Protestants and democrats we are logi
cally bound to stand by our colors, and manfully 
follow them whithersoever they may lead us.__
Church and State are in truth nothing more nor 
less than two most motherly eggs, whose use has 
been temporarily to house the human understand
ing, or to keep it living and fluid until such time 
as providence shall be ready to quicken it in new 
and immortal forms. The true form of the under
standing, and that which it is always aspiring to 
realize, is a universal one, is the form of the uni
verse. The material universe is only an image of 
the soul, and the various sciences as they are bom 
are only so many successive hints of the fact, only 
so many cumulative proofs of the perfect adjust
ment which shall be found eventually to character
ize the two. What we call science is indeed no
thing else than the gradual or protracted develop
ment of the human understanding, so that when 
all the sciences finally converge and culminate in 
the grand zodiacal science of human society or 
fellowship, analogy or correspondence will be seen 
to furnish the pliant key of all knowledge, since 
man himself will then be seen to be the true and 
infallible measure of the universe. H. J.

From tbe Practical Christian, 
WHAT IS SECTARIANISM?

All the different denominations of the nominal 
Christian church are sects, from the Roman Cath
olics downward to the latest-born Protestant sece- 
ders. This, however, does not condemn them 
necessarily. It is an honor to any class of religion
ists to separate from those whom they conscienti
ously believe to be in capital errors of faith or 
practice, and themselves to set up something purer. 
But when the upbuilding, maintenance or preser
vation of any sect, church or community, is placed 
above absolute righteousness of the heart and life 
in other words, above essential divine principles’, 
that is sectarianism. To condemn or disparage 
absolute righteousness because it happens to be 
wrought outside of one’s own sect, is sectarianism. 
To justify, excuse, or cover up real wickedness, 
because committed within the pale of one’s own 
sect, is sectarianism. To oppose or discountenance 
any Reform, because one’s own sect will be dis
turbed by uprooting established wrongs, is sectari
anism. Holding one’s sect, church, or party, in 
any such devotion as leads to the sacrifice of truth, 
justice, mercy, or any other essential divine princi
ple, is sectarianism, a. b,

There was a time when the sun, being pregnant, 
carried in his fruitful bosom the planetary bodies 
of his own system. Radiating into the glowing 
atmosphere that imbosomed his surface, the ele
mentary principles, the nuclei of future orbs, they 
were enclosed in a crust, as in teeming loins, until 
the period of their foetal maturity. Then bursting 
forth, but remaining near his surface, they were 
still nourished as at the breast and within parental 
arms. At length, obeying the inherent forces of 
their own nature, and the attractive influences of 
the sun, they revolved around him in out-winding 
gyrals, like children sporting before the loving 
eyes of their parents. Being at first so near their 
glowing source, their temperature would be cor
respondingly elevated—which agrees with the ob
servations of geologists—and revolving with incon
ceivable rapidity, the seasons would succeed with 
such celerity that an eternal Spring would brood 
over the face of the earth; which coincides with 
the stories of ancient fable, the dreams of poets and 
the traditions of the most primitive races.

Thus the earth, like a young virgin in the first 
flower of her age, followed by her one satellite like 
a faithful attendant ever near, advanced by degrees 
among her sister stars, which rained their choicest 
influences upon her uncrowned but radiant head. 
Quickly, however, the germs of life latent in her 
bosom, quickened by celestial ardors streaming 
from every side, unfolded into the simpler species 
of flora, and veiled her form in their abundant 
wealth, like a festal queen of May. ;Nor were 
these garlands that decked and crowned her, woven 
without significance. The stars in their courses, 
and the constellations of the zodiac, the sun flaming 
forth like a bridegroom from his chamber, were 
inwrought and represented in this floral robe.— 
Thus the new earth, like a maiden whose feet un
consciously move to the music of her own thoughts, 
wreathed in smiles of innocence, and thrilling with 
new-found joy, sportive and full of life, hastened 
upon her appointed way.

Soon, however, the simpler floral forms gave 
place to the statelier products of the vegetable 
kingdom, and the cereal grains and fruit-bearing 
trees brought forth abundantly, after their kind. 
But the earth contained in her teeming bosom the 
germs of a still higher life, and the floral recepta
cles became impregnated with ther germinal forms 
of animal life. And, like those insects which pass 
through many changes in their short existence, 
each ruder type contained within itself the germ of 
a nobler offspring; even as the winged butterfly 
springs forth from the unsightly worm. At length 
the stateliest and most perfect form of the aerial 
and faunal inhabitants filled the groves and fields 
of Paradise.

But man as yet was not—and Paradise without 
him was like heaven without the Lord. All things 
seemed to wait for him. The flowers exhaled not 
their most precious odors, treasured deep in cups 
of sweetness; the birds poured not forth the full 
tide of their richest, purest melody; the faunal 
races, sporting in grove and glen, or roaming o’er 
the mountains, felt an unknown want, like a love 
that has not found its object Thus, from the 
bosom of Nature herself ascended an inarticulate 
but united voice, invoking from the heavens and 
the eternal Father the crown and glory of the new 
creation.
As waits a snowy dove, its sweet love-thirst confessing— 
As waits the spotted fawn the maiden’s hand caressing, 
So Earth of Heaven besought her last and crowning bless

ing.

The mild and mellow Winds, untaught as y«t to borrow 
From human hearts their sigh and moaning sounds of sorrow 
Were hushed and breathing low, expectant of the morrow.

Hespep-us.
[To be continued.)

seem to have fallen into popular disbelief and dis
regard ; and it strikes me as desirable to consider 
what shall take the place of these bonds, or to 
what source we shall hereafter look for our social 
conservation.

The Church viewed merely as an ecclesiastical, 
institution, and the State viewed merely as apoliti
cal institution, evidently confess themselves impo
tent to guide human development In Protestant
ism, the Church fully disowns its authority any 
longer to guide human thought; in Democracy, the 
State disowns its authority any longer to guide hu
man action. Protestantism, at bottom, is nothing 
more nor less than a proclamation of individual 
freedom in the Spiritual sphere; Democracy is the 
proclamation of the same freedom in the material 
sphere. The former absolves man from all alle
giance short of God in religious things; the latter 
absolves him from all allegiance short of Humanity 
in secular things. The Church accordingly, as an 
authoritative divine institution, with power to bind 
the popular thought, disappears from Protestant 
countries, becoming Spiritually diffused among the 
whole body of Christians; and the State, as an au
thoritative divine institution, with power to bind 
the popular will, disappears from Democratic 
countries, being equally diffused among the whole 
body of citizens. That it is the pretension of Pro
testantism to bring mankind into direct contact 
with God—the Church, which formerly mediated 
between the two, being now by joint consent drop
ped out; and it is the pretension of Democracy to 
have brought man into direct contact with Huma
nity—the State, which once mediated between man 
and man, being henceforth by joint consent also 
dropped out.

Obviously, then, we are at a crisis in human af
fairs. Mankind is manifestly entering upon the 
period of its majority; and the law of its action 
must be sought no longer in the precepts of tutors 
and governors, but in its own ripened intelligence. 
The old paternal mansion, with its wholesome aus
terities, is fairly left behind, and the strapping 
youth, with pack on shoulders, is cast upon the 
world to seek his own fortune. Church and State, 
which have hitherto been his father and mother, 
which have been the soul and body of his past cul
ture and discipline, can do nothing more for him. 
They have exhausted their skill in bringing him up 
to this critical age, and they consequently open 
wide their doors, bidding him speed hereafter upon 
his Spiritual and material mission according to the 
blessing of Heaven upon his own manful courage 
and ability.

Now, this demeanor on' the part of Church and 
State would be totally unintelligible and without 
excuse, save upon the understanding that science 
is note fully adequate to carry out and complete 
the career they have inaugurated. The pretension 
of Protestantism to ally us directly with God, so 
passing by the mediation of the Church, is wholly 
fallacious, unless Spiritual laws or the laws which 
regulate the intercourse of the soul with God, are 
capable of a scientific statement and apprehension ; 
and the pretension of Democracy to ally us direct, 
ly with humanity, or our fellow-man, so passing 
by the intervention of the State, would also be 
wholly fallacious, unless social laws, or the laws 
which regulate human fellowship, were so similarly 
capable of a scientific form and body. It is absurd 
for Protestantism to pronounce itself an advance 
upon Romanism if it give its followers nothing in 
exchange for the goods they have relinquished.— 
The Church separated us from God only by the 
breadth of its own sacraments and priesthood ; that 
is to say, it allowed us the freest access by their 
mediation. Protestantism, in as I conceive very 
properly rejecting this boon, and in promising us 
direct or immediate access to God, did not mean 
to delude us. It does not say, when it finds us 
looking back to the area beata of our Spiritual in
fancy, or to the sacramental grace and sacerdotal 
absolution we have left behind, that it has nothing 
to give in lieu of these specious blessings; on the 
contrary, it insures us the direct illumination and 
immediate comfort of the Holy Spirit. And of 
eourse this direct illumination and comfort, in dis
avowing every ecclesiastical conduit or channel, 
claims a normal and regulated descent to man, or 
obeys certain laves of communication ; which laics, 
like all others, legitimately commend themselves to 
scientific cognizance.

“ In like manner precisely it is absurd for de
mocracy to pronounce itself an advance upon mo
narchy or aristocracy, if it give the citizen nothing 
in exohange for the order and protection he has re
linquished. Monarchy and aristocracy allowed us 
a quasi and conventional fellowship with our kind, 
or separated us from our fellows only by the 
breadth of their own necessities—the breadth of 
what they call the State. Democracy, in as I con
ceive very justly rejecting this boon, and promising 
us the direct and unlimited fellowship of our kind, 
does not mean to deceive us. It does not say 
when it finds us reverting to the days that are past 
—the days of kingship and coercion, of social or
der enforced by the bayonet, and civic honesty 
guaranteed by the prison—that it has nothing bet
ter to give us than these shabby blessings. It as
sures us on the contrary a full fellowship with our 
kind, or an unforced social order among men, and 
an honesty and good faith which shall permit pris
ons and bayonets to crumble into the disregarded 
dust And this perfect fellowship of man with 
man, since it disclaims any definite political chan
nel, must be contingent for its manifestation upon 
certain laws, which are a legitimate quest of the hu
man understanding, and fall within the scope of its 
science. Thus the Church and the State, under 
their present Protestant and democratic administra- 
.two,. perfectly concur iu putting human destiny

antelope was gestated in the bosom of a tropical 
tree, that in its trembling foliage, like an enormous 
sensitive plant, corresponds to that wild and timid 
creature.

“You call this theory poetical, perhaps—as if 
Creation was not a sublime utterance, lyrical in all 
its parts, and grandly rising to celestial utterances. 
The little book written by a Seer of the last centu
ry, concerning the creation of man, is not, as his 
so-called followers say, the production of a state 
inferior to his subsequent illumination.*  He was 
indeed, more than impressed—he was impregnated 
mentally with a divine idea; unfolded, however, 
but partially in the externals of his mind. Never
theless, it was the highest, clearest, and most har
monic statement which could have been unfolded 
through his mind. He was then overshadowed by 
the creative sphere of the universe.

I am asked in what manner this process of uni
versal impregnation of the vegetable kingdom oc
curred ? Permit me briefly to utter my thought 
in relation to it. There descended from the hea
vens an innumerable multitude of angels who en
compassed the earth, literally enclosing the orb 
with their harmonious company, and they came 
bearing gifts, and in fulfilment of one of the sub- 
limest of of all uses. And the archetypal forms of 
all animal creations were unfolded in the sphere 
which emanated from their connected radiations, 
and by degrees the vegetable kingdom, being thus 
overshadowed from on high, was impregnated and 
brought forth. In consequence, however; of oscil
lations and perturbations to which the earth was 
subject, this conception which then took place did 
not, in all instances, result in developed animal 
life; but in many instances in abortive formations, 
and in others the developments which took place 
did not in all things represent their archetype. In 
reality there are no creations from subversive inte
rior spheres, all creations being from the Lord 
through the heavens. Interposing and vitiating in
fluences, however, operating on and through the 
impregnated matrices, arrest the embryo in its de
velopment, and produce perverted organizations.

“At a subsequent period, Jehovah God projected 
from the Divine Infinity the thought, the arche
typal, primordial, dual form of man, inter-involved, 
and presented the appearance of one organization, 
which was masculine. And this form was inter
involved into a terrestrial foetus, formed within an 
ovarious fruit of a tree,! and the celestial influxes 
of the heavens nourished the embryo until parturi
tion.

“ The society from whence this utterance is per
mitted to descend for a divine use, was also per
mitted to operate upon the mind of the Seer before 
referred to, for many months, during which time 
he received, and subsequently unfolded into lan
guage many truths of a character identical with 
that herein uttered.”! ,

As intimated in the foregoing communication, 
this work of Swedenborg is not yet canonical; that 
is to say, it is supposed to have been written by 
the illustrious sage before the period of his cons
cious illumination—though 
years after.

and principle, ratified into truths, takes a body in 
mythological narrative, the first creation of the 
kind since the dawn of the scientific ages; here 
the doctrine of correspondences commences to re
assert its sublime prerogative, of bearing to man 
the teeming spirit of heaven in the cups of nature. 
All this accounts for the singularity of the work; 
for its standing in a manner by itself, among the 
Author’s writings. It is an offering of both science 
and philosophy on the altar of religion. Whatever 
of admiration one has felt for Swedenborg’s former 
efforts, only increases as we enter the interior of 
this august natural temple. A new wealth of prin
ciples ; a radiant, even power, such as peace alone 
can [communicate ; a discourse of order, persua
sively convincing; an offering and substantial 
beauty more deep than poetry; a luxuriance of 
ornament, instinct with the life of the subject; in
tellect, imagination, fancy, unitedly awake in a 
lonely vision of primeval times ; wisdom too, mak
ing all things human; such is an imperfect enume
ration of the qualities which enter this ripe fruit of 
the genius of Swedenborg. Whether in fullness 
or loftiness, we know of nothing similar to it—of 
nothing but what is second to it—in mere human 
literature.

“ Three celebrated men in Sweden,” observes a 
native writer, “ have distinguished themselves by 
writing sublimely and beautifully of the Beautiful; 
but of all Swedenborg’s works, he esteems the 
treatise on the “Worship and Love of God” the 
most beautiful, and the most conspicuous for its 
“ brilliant and harmonious latinity.” The same 
writer says, (and it should be observed that he is 
not a follower of Swedenborg,) that it is written 
with so much poetic life and inspiration, that if 
divided amongst a dozen poets, it would be suffi
cient to fix every one of them on the heaven of 
Poesy as stars of the first magnitude.”

We have cited the above extracts to show the 
estimate in which this work is held by enlightened 
and liberal minds. As a work of human genius, 
they declare it beyond all praise, without a parallel 
in the annals of literature. They find in it a rythm 
and beauty that indicate. * that inspired estate di
vine called poesy.’ Now, if we call to mind the 
author’s principle that man produces nothing good 
of himself, and that wise remark of S. T. Coleridge, 
that wherever you find the expression rising natu
rally into uncommon sublimity or beauty, you will 
find the internal thought correspondingly elevated 
and inspired—we shall not be far from the true 
method of judging of the character and origin of 
this and other works, from which harmony and 
beauty speak forth and sing to us like angels choir
ing in the rosy dawn.

Having thus introduced this uncanonical and 
hitherto almost unknown work of Swedenborg, we 
proceed to give a brief resume of its contents.

“ I was walking,” says the pious and peaceful 
Sage of Stockholm, “ once alone in a pleasant 
grove, for the sake of composing my thoughts, and 
observing that the trees were shedding their fo
liage, and that the falling leaves were flying in all 
directions, (for Autumn at that time took its turn 
iu the revolution of tbe year, and dispersed the 
decorations of Summer,) from being sad. I be
came serious, and because I recollected the gratifi
cations which that grove, from the beginning even 
to this season, had communicated, and so often dif
fused throughout my whole mind: but on seeing 
this change of scene, I began to revolve on the vi
cissitudes of times; and it occurred to me whether 
all things relating to time do not also pass through 
similar vicissitudes.

“ For the ancient Wise Men, whose minds were 
in a sort of removal from their bodies, and were 
thus nearer to heaven, in applying themselves most 
intently to investigate the interior secrets of nature, 
discovered clearly in the revolutions of their own 
times, that ages more distinguished than their own 
had nreceded, and that in the beginning of creation, 
justice and purity, with their attendant virtues, 
ruled the sceptre of the kingdoms of the world; 
wherefore they taught posterity to believe that 
their deities, descending at that time from their 
astral abodes upon earth, consociated with man
kind in all the friendship of life; so that heaven it
self, as it were, descended from on high to these 
lower regions.” Such was the reign of Saturn and 
the Golden Age. They also conceived of the earth 
as adorned with the most delightful shrubberies 
and orchards self-cultivated, making tho whole a 
garden of Paradise. An eternal Spring brooded 
over the earth, and the gentle zephyrs redolent of 
all fragrances, and moving in audible harmony, 
filled and refreshed the minds of the primal inhab
itants with their soft blandishments. For, they 
reasoned, there is nothing but commences its exis
tence from Spring, infancy, and innocence. So 
mirrored forth in nature they read the history of 
the world. “ Let us also,” concludes our author, 
in his beautiful Introduction, “ contemplate the 
face of the universe, in the mirrors presented by 
the individual things of which it is composed, and 
from them let us unfold the stated circumstances 
of times and of ages. Nevertheless, without the 
favor and influence of the Supreme Deity, from 
whom as from the only fountain and highest sun 
of wisdom, all truths flow down as rays into our 
understandings—inquiry would be vain; where
fore let us with adoration supplicate His presence 
and His favor.”

We now proceed to give a brief resume of Swe
denborg’s conception of the origin of the planetary 
worlds, of the floral decorations and animated in
habitants of our own, of Paradise, aDd the dual 
progenitors of the human race. We can, in the 
narrow limits allotted us, present but a dim outline 
of the great chain of thought forged and interlink
ed and riveted in the author’s well-known manner, 
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shows that Swedenborg considered it an important 
and truthful work, and that the influence under 
which he was then acting did not prevent his giv
ing it to the world. To us it seems it must either 
be received as a work of Spiritual illumination, or 
regarded as a kind of half philosophical, half Spi
ritual romance. He affirms things that could not 
possibly be known except by revelation. That he 
himself, in his mere external states, could give no 
satisfactory account of its production, makes noth
ing one way or the other. The greatest works, as 
he himself affirms, are most commonly outwrought 
by unconscious instruments. So Prophet and 
Pslamist of old poured forth thoir living inspira
tions. So the proudest monuments of art and ge
nius have burst forth from minds burdened with 
they knew not what.
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They builded wiser than they knew ; 
The conscious stone to beauty grew.” 
author of the life of Swedenborg, prefixed
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all the forest trees nourished in its 
receptacles, the soaring eagle. The

The 
to the “Compendium” of his works, thus speaks of 
the volume we are discussing.

“ This work may be regarded as an attempted 
bridge from philosophy to theology; an arch 
thrown over from the side of nature, towards the 
unseen shore of the land of life. As it is a kind 
of link, so it has some of the ambiguity which at
taches to transitional things, and by those who 
judge of it from either side, may be misunderstood. 
Those who study matter and spirit in connection, 
see in its exuberant lines, no want of clear truth, 
but simply the joy and /ecreation of one goal at
tained ; the Harvest Home of a scientific cycle, 
the enthusiasm of a noble intellect, peacefully sink
ing back into its own Spiritual country; the Pen
tecost thence of new tongues as of fire, in which 
every man is addressed as in his own language, 
not of words but of things. For here has science 
become art, and is identified with nature in the 
very middle and thicket of her beauty; here the 
forgotten love of antiquity begins to be restored;

* “ The Seer of the last century,” here referred t", is 
Emanuel Swedenborg; the book (which we have never 
seen) is, we believe, entitled “ The Worship and Love of 
God." It is now out of print, but we are informed that a 
new translation of it has been for some time in progress, by 
J. .1. G. Wilkinson, of London, and will probably soon be 
published.

+ The medium here described the form of the fruit in 
which this operation took place, as it appeared to his inte
rior vision. It was a large egg-shaped appendage of a 
branch or twig of the tree, somewhat of the nature of a pod, 
and its development was preceded by a large crimson and 
gold-colored flower.

+ At the close of this dictation the medium saw a red 
seal let down before him, suspended from a red ribbon. On 
the seal were stamped the letters and A voice
said, “ Thu is a seal of attestation.

SOCIETY AND THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.
The London “special correspondent" of the New 

York Daily Tribune (supposed to be Hanry James) 
under the date of Nov. 29, writes of the present 
and philosophises on the future of the Church and 
Society after the following manner. The plain 
sense of the communication may be summed up in 
few words, since Mr. James more than intimates 
that the machinery of church and state have been 
and are to be useful only so long as they are educa
tional to the race, as the one concedes the possi
bility, and points out the way in which its members 
are to love the Lord, with all the “ soul, might, 
mind, and strength," while the other enforces its 
moral tend social obligations, where and when the 
soul fails of loving its “ neigliboT as itself"

Few will doubt, who study the “philosophy of 
history,” or give heed to the wisdom of providence, 
that such has been the order of Spiritual and social 
progress, but many, very many, will doubt the pos
sibility of dispensing with social or church gov
ernment, however marked its limitations or de
fective its measures, when judged by the celestial 
harmonies of the divinely illuminated soul. When 
however government of any kind becomes a hin
drance and an obstruction to the soul’s growth, it 
must give place to, and harmonize with its pro
gress as only thus can it become expressive of the 
new and unfolding characteristics of the age. In 
this connection, the following may prove sugges
tive, if attentively read.—Ed. Ch. Spt.

“ The great fact which strikes you here, as well 
as on our side of the water, is the complete eman
cipation which men are undergoing from the bond
age of Authority. The evidences of the fact which 
meet you on every hand are not near so handsome, 
on the whole, as those you encounter with us, but 
they are to be found equally diffused in every 
sphere of life, as I might proceed to prove in great 
detail if I had the space. Nowhere more than in 
England do the bonds of authority which used to 
biad swaMhe old bonds of Church and
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are synonymous terms. But Spiritualism and Sec
tarianism cannot breathe in the same atmosphere. 
By and bye the ism and the ist will be solved in 
the crucible of truth, and the radiance of the Sun 
of Righteousness will dispel the clouds of darkness, 
which so long have enveloped the moral and the 
spiritual. Then again will be practically cbaunted 
that Anthem announcing the birth of our first 
great Medium and Teacher—“ Glory to God in the 
highest on earth, peace and good will to the chil
dren of men.” D. B.

SPIRITUAL LIBRARIES FOR THE 
PUBLIC.

A communication and letter have been sent us 
on the above subject, by a person who writes as if 
he had the cause of truth, Spiritual progress and 
mental illumination at heart His thoughts, there
fore, are worthy of an attentive and thoughtful 
reading, as they may suggest method and give di
rection to enterprizes—worthy alike of the bestin- 
■stincts of the age, and the cause for which they 
may be employed. We are happy, however, in 
being able to say to our friend “D. B.,” that the 
idea of a Spiritual Library for the public is not 
non with the members of the Society for the Dif
fusion of Spiritual Knowledge,” for it has long 
since been talked over by them in their meetings, 
and has been postponed for lack of means, rather 
than from lack of knowledge as to its need, or be
cause of ignorance as to the benefits likely to 
spring from such an auxiliary. Indeed, many 
such instruments and agents have been thought of, 
or suggested by others^all of which, however, for 
the present, have been considered impractical, since 
in the infancy of our means we are forced to use 
infant measures for the prosecution of the work and 
the spread of the cause. As a promise, however, 
of what the Society intend to do, its rooms 
are free to all, to be used at discretion for 
Spiritual and mental improvement. Here at all 
hours of the day can be had books and papers, 
which may be read as long as the person chooses, 
and returned before leaving the office, to be again 
borrowed, should he or she again visit the rooms 
and need the work. And it is no uncommon thing 
to see persons thus spending portions of their time 
in the office of the Society. Still, the need of an 
exchange and circulating library remains—for like 
all marked and individualized instrumentalities 
nothing can fill its place.

We are therefore obliged to cur friend for thus 
refreshing our memories, and calling the attention 
of the public to the subject at the commencement 
of the New Year, as it may have the happy effect 
of stimulating attention in the l ight direction, and 
making many acquainted with a very simple but 
powerful method of doing good. Many indeed 
have already commenced to collect the standard 
works on Spiritualism, which they Ioan out or 
send out as missionaries on their errand of useful
ness. Not a few in our villages and towns take 
this method of throwing their “bread upon the 
waters,” in hopes it may return to them after 
many days. And their rewards are as sure as the 
benefits that spring from the efforts. These, for 
the most part, are individual and isolated enter
prises, and therefore coine very far short of the 
combined, harmonious and practical method sug
gested in the following. Let us hope, however, 
that as we grow in numbers, that means and wis
dom will be given us to do, not only what is needful 
but what is best for progress and the race. May 
God bless every effort in that direction.—£d. Ch. 
Spt.
"To the Society for the Diffusion of Spiritual Know

ledge,
“Gentleken: I take the liberty of calling your 

attention to an idea, which, from time to time, has 
been suggested to my mind, and maj* be worthy of 
your consideration, as its practical development 
would aid human culture and facilitate progress. 
The time has come when the public mind seems 
alive to the facts of Spirit intercourse, and therefore 
in a measure are prepared to investigate the sub
lime philosophy of Spirit Communion—a philoso
phy which is destined to produce such revolutions 
in thought and feeling as the human family have 
never known. Although in the brief period of 
seven years- over three millions of minds in the 
United Slates have, by many millions of facts, been 
convinced of the reality of Spirit intercourse—the 
knowledge of the subject is still in its infancy, and 
we still have the rudiments of the sublime science 
to learn.

“Wc have conferences and circles, public and 
private, acontinuallj’-increasing literature, period
ical and standard—lectures well attended, and 
many mediums busily employed in furnishing truth 
to anxious inquirers.

“We now want an Exchange Library and Public 
Reading Room, furnished with all the literature pro 
diiced by Spiritualism, and accessible to all in
quirers after truth, male and female.

‘Itmay be asked,what is an Exchange Library? 
I answer, I want all I can command of the works 
being brought out on the momentous subject, but 
like thousands more the whole is beyond my reach. 
An Exchange Library, therefore, would enable me 
to get a book, and having read it, return it within a 
given time, and get another, paying ten cents for 
the use ofthe first, should I not wish to keep it.

“Thus a book ten times out would clear itself. 
The advantages of this scheme it is hoped will be 
obvious, when it is recollected how many find it in
convenient to store many books in boarding houses 
andliotcls, where they must make their homes. 
Many too who have means and opportunities do 
not care to buy works on Spiritualism, but would 
like to read them.

“An Exchange Library and Public Reading 
Room started in New York would likely be fol
lowed by similar institutions throughout the Union. 
And then, by certain arrangements, a person pur
chasing in one place might exchange m another, 
thus having the benefit of rciding while traveling. 
It is presumed that a fund would accumulate suf
ficient to support such an establishment handsome
ly, and it is believed that such a scheme would 
very much increase the facilities and means of 
spreading the knowledge of the Spiritual philoso
phy. Here permit me to add my conviction that 
a’l believers in Spirit-intercourse have some work 
to do in handing the blessings round. IVe must 
not supinely indulge; merely to gratify idle curi
osity in getting communications from the departed, 
but use what means is presented to us, as in the 
line of duty to bring about a practical reform, be
ginning individually at home.

Modern Spiritualism is but the dawning of a 
brighter day for tlie race—a day when “ Paradise 
Regained” shall be realized—when “ the Spirit shall 
be poured out on all flesh when “ the fullness of 
time shall come ;” when “ nation shall not lift up 
sword against nation—neither shall they learn the 
art of war any more.”

It is long since the “ vail of the temple was 
rent,” and a new and more perfect way opened for 
mankind—“ a better hope,” as Paul says, which 
made that perfect which the law could not.

The truth needs but to be known but to be be
lieved by all. The real manifestations require our 
co-operation, and the gorgeous fabric of Spiritual
ism, woven by Spirit hands, will overspread the 
earth, as the waters " cover the channel of the great 
deep.” Let me not be understood to separate

• Christianity from Spiritualism, for with me they 

THE MEMBERS OF THE PRESS INVITED 
TO INVESTIGATE THE MANIFESTA
TIONS AT THE DAVENPORT CIRCLE.
Various circumstances, both before and- since the 

arrival of the Davenport family among us, has urg
ed the necessity of making the members of the 
press better'acquainted with the mode and charac
ter of the manifestations in general, and those at 
the Davenport Rooms in particular. Accordingly, 
during last week an invitation was sent to the 
members of the Press, secular and theological, re
questing the presence of one or more persons 
from each office, at the Davenport Rooms, 195 
Bowery, who should be authorized to report for the 
paper thus represented. This had the effect to 
bring together some eighteen or twenty persons 
on Sunday afternoon, Dec. 30, who, after institut
ing every test method, consistent with the ac
knowledged laws of Spirit manifestation, witnessed 
phenomena that was both astonishing and start
ling.

We withhold our own report of the manifesta
tions and the circle, until we have seen, heard and 
felt more of these singular exhibitions and devel
opments—for it is difficult, if not impossible for 
any one to compare, much less digest so many 
wonders and marvels in one seance, as was on this 
occasion made palpable and positive to sense.

In the meantime we submit the following, which 
was drawn up by T. D. Curtis, as expressive of 
what was seen, heard and felt in the circle, without 
expressing any opinion as to the character of the 
agent or the nature of the power thus manifest
ing.

This plain, unvarnished conception of the na
ture of the testimony to be borne was drawn up 
as there were those present who did not wish to 
be committed to Spiritualism, because they were 
called on to bear witness to certain phenomenal 
wonders.
This mild statement, and mental precaution,did not 

get, however, for the hare facts, a very full acknowl
edgment, as some of the party—Spiritualists and 
non-Spiritualists—evinced not only great reluc
tance to making any acknowledgments whatever, 
but, actually skulked off without putting or autho
rizing their names to be put to the statement of 
fact, which they knew was intended as a simple 
act of justice to Mr. Davenport and his sons.

It is humiliating in the lowest degree to know 
that such conduct receives the tacit consent if not 
the direct approval of thinking and business men, 
for it not only degrades the man, but ultimately 
makes him a moral coward, indirectly recognizing 

r and paying deference to an ignorant and bigoted 
. public opinion, the usurpations and tyrannies of 

which, have long since become “ a by-word and a 
hissing.” In contemplating such immoral aspects 
of the age and society, we need all the charitable 
impulses nature gave ns, as well as the influence 
of the exampie of Jesus, in his patient and labor
loving efforts in behalf of an ignorant and selfish 

1 people to restrain us from feeling and expressing 
unqualified contempt for such manifestations of 
character.-

As it is, we will simply say God save humanity, 
when it gets so low as to look to such men for 
sympathy and common justice, for in our present 
state of feeling we cannot conceive of any thing 
short of a special providence saving it from total 
ruin, when the race arrives at that point.

The following is the report :—
He, the undersigned, members of the press, were 

present at a private sitting of the Davenport boys, 
held on Sunday afternoon, the 30th of December, 
1855, under the following circumstances:

None but persons connected with the press were 
admitted. In a light circle, when all were seated 
close to the table, and all had hold of hands, musi
cal instruments were moved about and thrummed 
under it; bells were rung, instruments were poked 
up from under the end of the table, in sight of all; 
nearly all were touched by the instruments, and 
several had instruments placed in their hands. 
This was done while the hands of the boys were 
held by those sitting next to them, and they were 
not detected in any kind of deception, or in them
selves producing the manifestations.

In a dark circle, all were seated around the room, 
having hold of hands. Two at a time were then 
seated at the table to hold the boys’ hands and 
place their feet in contact with the boys’ feet. The 
lights were then extinguished, when the instru
ments were sounded ; the two sitting at the table 
were touched with them; some ofthe instruments 
thrown on the floor; a voice was heard through 
the trumpet, <tc. After all had thus (two at a 
time) had a sitting at the table, the boys were care
fully tied to their chairs and the table, and their 
hands securely fastened with handkerchiefs. The 
same manifestations were had, with greater force 
and instruments appeared to ra:se from the table 
and circle round it through the air—some power 
snapping the strings. “ A man is up,” was rapped 
out by means of the alphabet The man owned 
UP- v,oi.ce trough the trumpet said, “ I rapped 
him.” This was acknowledged also. Afterward 
by request, the handkerchiefs were taken off the 
boys bands and returned, knotted, to their owners 
Then the cords with which the boys were tied 
were heard drawn through the chairs with great 
rapidity, and were tossed out to the side of the 
room—the boys declaring themselves free A. gui 
tar was unstrung, and the strings and keys scatter
ed round the room. A light was repeatedly struck 
to substantiate the statements made by the unseen 
power, and to satisfy our own imaginings. In no 
instance did we discover deception, or that the 
boys, in the ordinary sense, were the agents of the 
manifestations. Mr. Davenport and Mr. Coles, the 
gentlemen in charge of the room, were all the while 
made secure between two of our own numbers.

Other things of a similar nature occurred, but the 
foregoing is a brief general summary of what hap
pened. r

T. D. Curtis, 
J. II. W. ToonEr,

The undersigned were 
circle.

Thomas Edgerley,
T. A. Edgerley.

Other names will probably be added before this 
report is published in the secular papers.

ing of intercourse and communion between the 
“ living and-the departed," he says;

“ It is high time that more rational,' more truth- i 
fill, and therefore more healthy sentiments on the - 
subject should prevail. If correct ideas on this 
head were inculcated by the teachers of moral and 
religious systems, neither would children of any 
age be liable to be terrified by the fear of ghosts 
and spooks, good and commodious dwellings be 
abandoned by their scared inmates (as in Cleve
land three or four years ago,) from the same cause, 
nor would we be so often called upon to read of 
the fatal consequences that not unfrequently attend 
weak believers in Spiritualism.” /

We call these views novel, because they are new 
under the sun, but because a mind professedly reli
gious, can be so insensible to the voice of nature and 
the intuitions of humanity, as to urge Materialism 
as the only corrective for crude conceptions and 
angular beliefs on the subject of Spirit intercourse.

Had this language been used by some Atheists 
or Nothingarians, the belief would be consistent 
and the logic in character, for the language and lo
gic has been used times and again by the disciples 
of these schools. It is worthy of remembrance and 
consideration, that most theological systems at 
some point or other, shake hands with Materialism 
and Nothingarianism,’ and will if the premises are 
constantly and persistently urged, force the advo
cate into atheism or dogmatism.

We have little sympathy, therefore, for the con
clusions of “ Philoveritas,” and less respect for his 
logic, although he like many others of the Advent 
Annihilationist school may be well intentioned 
and reformatory in his sympathies.

It is worthy of remark also, that we have now 
as in the days of Christ, those who theologically 
deny man’s immortality, as it may suggest other 

' parallels between the eightheenth and the first 
’ century. Surely, Spiritualism is a necessity as well 
• as an experience.

A NEW SECT, WITH OLD HABITS.
Within the past week the majority of the reading 

public have been surprised and horrified by the 
published details of a murder in New Haven, which 
seems to have been planned and executed for theo
logical reasons.

It seems, from the confessions made by the par
ties, that a certain widow Wakeman “ died” some 
years since, (probably came out of a trance) and 
came back to this sphere as a special “ messenger” 
for the redemption of the world. The widow suc
ceeded in convincing some eight or Dine persons of 
her mission—one of whom seems to be in some 
sort a kind of Judas, who was possessed of an 
“evil Spirit” This individual’s name was Hunt, 
who, dying, bequeathed his evil genius to Justus 
Matthews, making him the “ man of sin”—for 
which offence he was murdered by the widow’s 
brother—Elder Sly. The ostensible reason for this 
crime was the belief that Matthews in some way 
exercised the power of the “ evil eye” over the 
Widow, which made most of the believers appre
hensive that Matthews would kill the Widow, if 
he, Matthews, did not submit to have this evil ge
nius driven out of him. This seems to have been 
the condition of the parties up to the time of the 
murder; when all the members of this new sect, 
meeting for religious purposes, Matthews submit
ted himself to the others, expressing a “willing
ness to die” rather than not have the evil Spirit go 
out. Sly, who seems to be the leader, was con
vinced that nothing but the death of Matthews 
would answer; and, while the other members were 
at prayer, (Matthews being in another room, blind
fold and tied,) proceeded to murder him. The 
sacredness of the widow may be imagined when the 
members testify that if the widow should die, “ the 
judgment would come" and all earthly things end. 
Thus we have old facts with new faces—and a new 
sect with old habits ; for accusation, condemnation, 
and murder are as old as history and tradition.

Still, old as the facts are, there is much in them 
that invites comment and suggests inquiry; but 
we will not anticipate, as most of these questions 
and answers will doubtless be given at the time of 
the trial. The case cannot be other than interest
ing in a legal point of view; as the limitations of 
theological and religious tolerance must come up 
for discussion and decision.

In the meantime, the following reflections from 
the N. Y, Tribune, may suggest the practical bear
ings of the question to other issues, possible or pro
bable, in theological life.

The writer says: “ A bloody tragedy of this 
sort, enacted under the very eaves, as it were, of 
Yale College, in the intelligent, enlightened and 
pious city of New Haven, must strike every one 
who hears of it with a sudden and creeping horror. 
Yet, the sort of delusion out of which it grew is bv 
no means rare or uncommon. In what did that 
delusion differ, we should like to ask, from that 
which has made so many ecclesiastics believe not 
only that they had power, both in earth and heav
en, to bind and to loose, but also that it was their 
right to deliver over the enemies of the church to 
the secular arm to be put to death ? In what does 
this delusion differ except in its bloody catastrophe 
—nor does even that difference always exist—from 
that which makes up the staple of the innumerable 
miraculous legends of the middle ages ? We have 
chosen this example, not because the middle ages 
by any means had a monopoly of these delusions, 
but because it is more agreeable to contemplate the 
faults of other people than our own.

But to take a more modern instance; if Elder Sly 
killed Justus Matthews because he was possessed 
by an evil spirit, is not Judge Edmonds, too openly 
accused by Bishop Hopkins of acting by the insti
gation of the devil? This accusation will, of 
course, not lead to results so lamentable as that of 
the New Haven case; rather, however, on account 
of the superior refinement and more elevated senti 
ments of the parties concerned, than from any es
sential difference, in the question at issue, or in the 
intelligence exhibited in their respective judgments 
upon it.”

H. SCHLARBAUM, 
J. Poole.

present only at the dark

R. C. McIntire,

SPIRITUALISM DISPOSED OF.
Some person no doubt intending a kindness, has 

sent us a copy of the Cleveland Daily Herald, 
containing a long article on Spiritualism, which at
tributes the parentage of Spirit-intercourse to the 
popular notions “ in a state of conscious existence 
between death and the resurrection,” concluding as 
a matter of course, that Spiritualism was a hum
bug, where it was not a delusion. This piece of 
modal wisdom comes from a person so fully in 
the sphere of love and equity, that he is forced to 
sign himself “Philoveritas.”

We should have passed the article by, however, 
notwithstanding the complacent logic and “ loving 
kindness” of “Philoveritas,” were it not for the 
crumb of nmelty we find in the following, Speak-

EVIDENCES FOR MODERN SPIRIT IN
TERCOURSE.

Mr. T. G. Young, Editor of the Saratoga Republi
can, in compliance with the request of a subscriber, 
has put on record, in a late number of his paper 
the facts and evidences which authorize his belief 
in Spirit intercourse. As we occasionally copy 
from that paper, the reader may have more inter
est in the articles when he knows what manner of 
man it is that writes them, and what are his "rea
sons” for the hope that is in him.

The following is an outline statement of the 
manifestations has “witnessed at various circles.”

“We have seen a piano, with its front placed 
against a solid wall, play more than a score of 
tunes in the order as called for, in the most finished 
and artistic manner, the key notes and pedal being 
used, when those present sat upon the opposite side 
of the room from the instrument, and while, more
over, not a mortal in the room could execute the 
first tune upon a piano. We have seen two tam- 
borines, a guitar and dinner bell, carried round the 
room over our heads during the playing of the 
piano, all of which were beating or playing in per-^re oeaung or playmg in per- be taken South ffi a few days, and placed in the 
feet time with the former instrument. While this I family burying-yault.

was taking place, a table, cane, and other articles JONATHAN 
were removed into, or near, the centre of the room, 
f m where we had assisted in placing them, and 
they too'beat time with the musical instruments. ] 
We have been spoken to through a tin trumpet, t 
which, at our request,was placed at our feet, while ■ 
every mortal in the room remained seated. We 
have had a communication (now in our possession,) i 
written to us, upon a piece of blank paper, which , 
we examined and placed upon the table, while the 
table was some four feet from us, we being the 
nearest person to the table, no others being within 
six feet of it at the time the communication was. 
being written. These, with many other similar 
phenomena, we witnessed at Mr. Brooks’ house, 

"Buffalo.
“At other places we have witnessed the follow

ing facts:
“We have seen persons, who, in their normal 

state, were not capable of composing more than 
an ordinary piece of composition, write the most 
beautiful poetry, and highly-finished and philoso
phical dissertations, all of which they did me
chanically, their hand being made involuntarily to 
write, while their brain was as inactive as the hu
man mind can be, or they were holding an ani
mated conversation upon some every-day topic 
with those present. We have seen a table, in 
broad daylight, and that too in the house of a 
friend, whose name should we give it, would be 
proof positive to all our readers against anything 
like trickery or collusion, move as requested by 
ourselves, towards all the points of the compass 
alternately, and this too when no mortal was near 

’ it We have, when sitting in the parlor of one of 
the most eminent gentlemen in~Ehis State, had his 
daughter describe to us the presence, in spirit form, 
of a deceased connection of ours, whom she saw 
present, so correctly that none could mistake, and 
this too when the young lady had never seen that 
person in the flesh. These, and scores of other 
similar phenomena we have been witness to, and 
could occupy our whole paper in giving like in
stances which have come under our own observa
tion.”

To the modern sophist who patronizes Electric
ity, Od Force and Mesmerism, that he may the 
better depreciate Spiritism, and ignore the manifes
tations, he says:

“Electricity, an imponderous and subtle force, 
not only moves tables, plays upon pianos, and 
other musical instruments, but possesses intelli
gence, and moves ponderous bodies in every direc
tion requested, plays tunes as called for upon va
rious musical instruments,writes out—through un
read and unlettered mediums—the most elegant 
compositions, both in prose and verse; inculcates 
the highest code of morals and deepest philosophy 
ever given to man since the time of Christ; and, 
moreover, carries messages (not over the electric 
wire,) through the air, and intelligently delivers 
them as requested I All these, with hundreds of 
other feats that might be mentioned, are performed 
by electricity! Is not the supposition too ridicu
lous to be entertained for a moment?”

To the pompous ecclesiastic and dignified theo
logian who are ever boasting of their antecedents, 
he says :

“In olden times, a Spirit, or “Angel” spoke to 
Balaam through an ass, (and we are willing to con
cede that we witness frequently a like phenomena 
in these days!) In olden times, a sprig, a rod, ic. 
were used as the instruments through which God, 
by Spirits, communicated to man; and is an ass, 
the sprig of a tree, or a rod, any more “dignified” 
articles of communication than a table ? If so, we 
have yet to learn the fact.

These demonstrations as noticed above, are 
simply physical manifestations, the A. B. and C’s 
of Spiritualism,which have to be given to convince 
mankind, who are more easily won by the visible 
and tangible, than by the mental and philosophi
cal evidence of Spirit communication. It is only 
by being convinced by the first, that the human 
mind can grasp and lay hold of the latter.

COMTNG TO NEW YORK.
Although there has been an earnest desire to 1 

have this Brother^and his family among us, circum
stances did not seem to warrant the enterprise. 
Within a few weeks, however, friendly aid has been 
given, of which Brother Koons, in a letter says, “ I 
hope it will enable me to make a visit to New York 
this winter with my daughter.”

This statement, although somewhat contingent, 
will be good news to many, as the presence of this 
family among us will enable those who may wish 
to compare the manifestations developed in the Da
venport and other circles with those of “Koons 
Rooms,” to do so. The reason assigned for his 
daughter’s coming instead of his son, is set forth in 
the following extract from his letter: He says, 
“ I have just returned from a visit to Cincinnati 
and Columbus with my son. We found the cause 
in a prosperous condition. During our visit of near 
four weeks, we held circles in every place we made 
halt, an’d had satisfactory manifestations on every 
occasion. Since then I have located my son near 
Delaware Station, north of Columbus, for the pur
pose of assisting a Mr. Van Sickle in the execution 
of a panorama which is in progress at the counsel 
and direction of the Spirits, relating to the laws of 
matter. My daughter is developed for the same 
or similar demonstrations to those had in the 
presence of my son, and the arrangements of the 
Snirif-.Q nnnear to be. for her to fill his place for aSpirits appear to be, for her to fill bis place for 
season.” Yours, as ever,

Jonathan Koons.

MISS BEBEE.
We were unfortunate in not being able to com

mand the time necessary to hear this young lady 
when she lectured at the Stuyvesant Institute.

We say unfortunate, for we consider ourselves 
so, whenever we fail of hearing good words and 
true, such as report says compose her lectures. 
However, as omittance is not quittance, we shall hope 
for her return to the city at a convenient season ; 
that she may deliver two or more lectures, as we 
are of the opinion, there are many, who would be 
pleased to hear her again.

We have been informed by a friend who knows 
the lady and her mental characteristics, that her 
lectures are Spiritual productions as well as intellec
tual communications, and are fit in finish and Spirit 
to be read before any Lyceum audience in the coun
try.

She is now prepared to receive’ invitations from 
her friends, as henceforth her labors will be for the 
cause of Spiritualism and Mental Illumination.

For the present, all letters addressed to her, 
should be sent to the care of Partridge and BrittaD, 
No 342 Broadway New York.

MISS EMMA F. JAY.
Two weeks since this young lady arrived in this 

city after a somewhat tedious and protracted voy
age across the Atlantic. She appears to be in good 
health and cheerful spirits, and thinks her visit to 
Europe will be productive mentally and physically 
of much good.

On last Wednesday evening she lectured at the 
Stuyvesant Institute to a fair audience on the sub
ject of “ Reproof.” Her style of delivery seems 
to be more quiet, while her arguments were more 
elaborate and explanatory than when last we heard 
her. .

She is now ready to receive invitations from Spi
ritualists and others in this.vicinity and elsewhere, 
who may desire her services as a lecturer. Letters 
for her may be addressed to Partridge and Brittan.

GONE TO THE SPIRIT WORLD.
William Ford, youngest son of Rev. Thomas C. 

and Margaret E. Benning, died Sunday morning, 
Dec. 30, aged 3 years, 6 months and 13 days.

We understood this affectionate and much-loved 
child had been unwell for some weeks, but was ex
pected to recover. The affliction for the time will 
therefore seem severe to all who lived within the 
sphere of the child’s spiritual and affectionate na
ture. Fortunately, however, neither father nor 
mother mourn as those without hope, for they know 
of a surety that if this earthly house of our taber
nacle were dissolved, we have a building of God— 
a house not made with hands eternal in the heavens.”

This they know, Tor they have abiding faith and 
living consciousness that their child is well pro
vided for “ in another and better world,” he hav
ing communicated consoling and blissful tidings to 
his mother since his birth in the Spirit home. Ser
vices were held at Mr. Benning’s house in Twenty- 
first street on Monday afternoon, Mr. J. H. W. 
Toohey officiating. The'remaina of the child will

DR. J. B. “DODS A SPIRITUALIST.”
The world in general and Doctor Sangrado (of 

blood letting memory,) in particular have long since 
said, it was ruinous to a man’s "reputation” to 
write a book, and then deny its conclusions, never
theless, this is what Dr. J. B. Dods has done in 
acknowledging himself a Spiritualist. Therefore, 
this announcement so natural in the order of 
things and so long expected by the friends of pro
gress, will doubtless be received by the theological 
and worldly wise, as another manifestation of hu
man weakness and inconsistency, for any and all 
reasons will be given for his change of opinion, ex
cept the true one, so fearful are the many of the 
authority of facts. As however, he has lately de
fined his position, we will insert so much of it as 
will enable the reader to understand his present 
faith and philosophy. Writing to the Spiritual Te
legraph he says:

“The theory advocated.in my book, I grant has 
been extensively received by the Christian commu
nity, and indorsed by many of the ablest divines 
in this country who have addressed me upon the 
subject The book embodies, as your paper last 
summer admitted, the only plausible theory by 
which Spiritualism can be assailed. The grand 
principle of my book I consider sound, and have 
never been successfully assailed. I admit through
out the book, that there are certain facts stated by 
Judge Edmonds and others, which, if real, my 
philosophy does not cover ; and I there say, “Con
vince me of Spiritualism, and my philosophy (that 
is, so far as it goes,) is still true. I shall in this 
case move my position one step farther back, and 
contend that Spirits act through the cerebellum 
(the back brain) of the medium, to produce any 
communication to mortals.” If this be not so, 
then in what sense can he be a medium ? for “ me
dium” only means an individual through whom the 
Spirit acts or communicates. Spirits certainly do 
not act through the cerebrum (the front brain) 
which contains the reasoning faculties, because 
immortals do communicate what lies far beyond the 
grasp of the medium’s reason and understanding. 
Let a few things be struck out of my book, and it 
embodies what is now my philosophy of Spirit ma
nifestations, or even of the inspiration of the pro
phets. My book contains a new system of mental 
philosophy, unless as Professor Bush in his review 
of it says, I have been in some points preceded by 
Swedenborg. But I have never read his works, 
nor borrowed an idea from them.

Yes, I am a Scripture Spiritualist ; and let not 
my friends, for one moment, suppose that I re
nounce the Bible. I am aware that by this avowal, 
I shall receive cool treatment from many friends, 
and expose myself to pfiblic ridicule by many of 
those whose confidence I have long enjoyed. I re
tired from the lecturing field about five years ago, 
except to deliver an occasional lecture, and hence 
am not in a condition to defend myself against pro
miscuous newspaper assaults, for I have no time to 
write. Let not my silence, therefore, be construed 
into an inability to defend the position I have taken. 
I desire merely to enjoy my faith undisturbed, as I 
have no wish to meddle publicly with Spiritualism, 
or to hold any private letter 
the subject.

I would give my reasons 
ualism, and state my whole 
would require a full hour’s readin; 
to attend to it. And indeed I must, for the present, 
be excused, as the facts of my experience are in 
many respects too startling—too wonderful for hu
man credulity. I do not decline on account of any 
fear that I cannot meet the objections of the oppo
sers of Spiritualism. I feel myself fully able not 
only to do this, but to satisfy any clergyman that 
he must be a Spiritualist, or deny the existence of 
God and divine revelation.”

correspondence upon

for embracing Spirit
experience ; but as it 

ig, I have no time

[For the Christian Spiritualist] 
NOTES BY THE -WAY.

NO. XXII.
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE DATENTOP.T CIP.CLE. 

New York, Dec. 29, 1855.
Brother Toohet; My past epistles have been 

from the country to the city of New York. By the 
way of change, I now write from the city for the 
pleasure of my country friends.

I arrived in this city last Friday, (21st,) where I 
have been most cordially welcomed by a host of 
kind friends. On Sunday last I was privileged to 
address a large audience in the Stuyvesant Insti
tute, where I shall again officiate on the next 
Sunday.

On the day of my arrival, the remarkable medi- 
umistic family of Davenports,, from Buffalo, held 
their first circle in this city, and gave a variety of 
very satisfactory demonstrations of a physical char
acter j according to the testimony I have received 
from many witnesses. But, according to my cus 
tom, I speak of nothing but that which I have seen, 
heard, or feltj and those things which have been 
satisfactorily addressed to my senses; I know, and 
of them only will I now speak.

On the afternoon of last Monday I visited the 
rooms in which the demonstrations were being 
given, and met a number of ladies and gentlemen; 
I suppose forty or more, who were on the same 
errand. I was seated on the extreme left of a line 
of spectators, having on my right and in front a 
raised desk like the front of a pulpit, in front of 
which, stood a table.' In this position I was out of 
the reach of any arm’’which might have been ex
tended towards me in front, and none could possi
bly pass before me near enough to touch without 
coming in contact with my feet or cane, which were 
extended for that purpose.

Before the commencement of the manifegZ^ 
by the Spirits, the two media took their b&i 
either side of the table placed in the centre r 05 
room—the company being seated around the - 
which was large. The lights being then extin^' 
ed, after a few minutes the strings of a guitar^i 
struck, producing the full and successive g/ 
every string; then followed in like manner u 
banjo—and these, while being struck, were * 
around and across the room with lightninr^j 
sometimes over our heads, and sometimes el 
floor, passing so near to us that the wind I 
from their movements might be distina,. 
Then followed a tambourine, which flewauM 
room, being rattled and thumped in a mostly 
manner; bells were rung, and violins th 
and these all at once passing and repassin""^ 
wildest confusion, producing a perfect Bahfi 1
cordancies. 1 I

In the height of this confusion, fearin 
something might come in contact with m h l 
put up my hand to protect it, when j Jj jM 
•the tambourine was rattled against ft.. 
the guitar pummeled me in the side ,,e h„eadt'' 
of a child, four or five years old, seized the 
finger of my left hand, which, as I hve”’ 1 
beyond the reach of any Person whl® 
shook us violently. The testimony of m Wd i 
ed cane satisfied me that no human , 
have done it, and there was no pe^ 
who could have had so small a£ 
Spirit produced a shrill whistle of a mort uneJS' 
character. wntiljl

On the evening of the same day, I was p~ I 
again, when the same manifestations were 
witnessed. On this occasion, Spirit flluminaJl 
were seen ; and the Spirit officiating spake rJ 
me and others through the trumpets providedf| 
that purpose. On the following evening, I JI 
attended, in company with my brother, ltd J| 
all the former manifestations were repeated, jjl 
others which I will now relate. On this ocuZl 
the media kept talking, that all might be J 
satisfactorily to locate them during the etesl 
At one end of the room, which was, I judge, JI 
forty feet long, was placed an oval mahogany 
having a marble top, on which was placed afel 
mer weighing not less than fourteen or sixj| 
pounds. This was moved from the place 
was lying, and placed on the knees of myself ^1 
friend who sat next me; the stand was asl 
to the opposite end of the room, and themJ 
slab laid gently on the head of a gentleman wj; J 
on the opposite side of the room to that on
I was seated. This was expeditiously doae,as] J 
most acute listening could not detect a f«®J 
which must have been the case had the medii J 
tempted to perform the feat, both of thenbj 
heavily shod. Toward the close of this sittzgl 
luminous star was formed, apparently, to me,abj| 
the size of a walnut. This flew about therj 
gracefully curveting from one extreme to the djJ 
and again the whistling was repeated, louder tJ 
on the previous occasion, and instantaneously J 
different parts of the room, and always from ibfl 
our heads. I

, The Spirit calling himself “John King’tiJ 
appointed a meeting for me on the following rJ 
ing, which I attended. I carefully examinedfi 
room, and satisfied myself that none were pnfl 
but myself and the two media, who are hdsuH 
fourteen and seventeen years of age, respect™ 

, The doors were then locked. Two tables venH 
side by side in the middle of the room, and IB 

, sisted to lay the instruments, &c., under the ttfl 
, upon the floor. The room was lighted by hrol 

lights, so that I could clearly see every pefl 
it; and, with the room thus lighted, we ■ 
down at the tables—myself on the west ssB 
them, and the two lads, one on the north aadB 
other on the south. ■

All our hands were then laid upon the table,® 
. during the manifestations given in the light® 

hands of the lads were not withdrawn forfl 
ment from my sight. There was not the mfl 
movement which the most skeptical could ■ 
taken as the remotest indication of a didfl 
purpose. Thus sitting, the instruments bepffi 
move about and thump against my legs, a::|| 
sently one of the tin horns was thumped upy? 

, knee several times. I enquired if the Spiritless 
me to take it of him. The Spirit responfcM 
three raps, signifying yes. I then placed vl 
under the table, and the neck of one of the fl 
was placed in it, and grasping it, it wasldifi 
me; after a few moments it was taken tew 
Then, on the east side of the tables, which nfl 
occupied, the banjo, having a neckstefe/1 
long, was held up as far above the edpoi the tfl 
as it could be, allowing only sufficient roomlfl 
good hand hold, at its extreme end. It wt!fl| 
moved backward and forward from north tosfl 
This manifestation was repeated several timafl 
large tin speaking-trumpet, about twofwtteM 
several times thrown up from beneath thetilsM 
much as four feet above its top ; and the tcB 
lins were lifted up in the same way as the!® 
and laid on the table; and the necks havintflj 
put under the table, the bodies being abate.M 
were again laid hold of by the Spirit, and Mgl 
on the floor, beneath the tables.

After this, the various instruments, 
the banjo, two violins, tambourine, and tiro iu||a 
were successively’ placed in mv band 
by me on the table. Thus ended th: 
tions in the light. M

The Spirit then requested that the ligh'-^^B 
be extinguished, which was done—die 
lying on the table, and the lads and inysd. 4?^' 
as before. At the Spirit’s request, each ohbl.v 
dia laid the front of the Angers of one hai*c 
backs, of the fingers of his other hand, so 
my right hand I grasped the two hands iSM 
medium on my right, and with my left U||S 
hands of the medium on my left, and the® 
firmly during all the following inanifesU-jlH 
There followed first the thrumming of the 
instruments lying on the table; the banjo 
ed and its neck rested upon mv shoulder, th SB 
resting on the table; the violins were reste.1;HB 
arms ; the tambourine was rattled fcj® 
around my head, and the parchment ZqM 
thumped repeatedly on my forehead 
of half a minute. Then the large speakl^J® 
was raised, the large end placed nnor. 
breast, and I heard a voice speaking tliert^®| 
saying, “ There, doctor, what do you thinkfc
I expressed my gratification at the manife3^® 
given me; and held a connected conversid®|SS 
the Spirit; the horn being sometimes st 
breast and sometimes near my left ear. 
horn was raised above my head, and my 
repeatedly struck with the round part of 
of the horn, and so hard that 1 began mjfl| 
might receive a hurt; but on this thought 
in my mind, the horn was lowered in front jfl 
face, and the voice said, “Don't be frip’jH 
Doctor; I won’t hurt you." It then rep^nM 
knocks on my forehead, and then again wfljB 
spake and said, “I could knock your 
hard as I jileaac. If any skeptic were hrtjH 
you think I could knock it into him, 
would believe?” I replied, as I believed 
truth, that I certainly thought there was 
of it Nl

I have another meeting appointed before 
this city, of which "I will, when it has tratAj^ 
give you a statement ng

Farewell to my friends for another week.
. Yours, for Truth and Humanity. JM 

• Jko.



From Graham’s Magazine.
spjItlT LOKGIKGS.

Br A- FLOYD FRAZER.
, ;,l,ln mV self-consuming breast

I trJ " 'I. "min.' vision of the vast unknown—
,, nruphetic. that with strange unrest 

gome , curtains of the empyrean zone,
'’‘''''I, her Essences pervade alone

Wh-yr Ci Jited rrahns of an Eternal Sphere ;— 
Tii’ni‘' which no storm hath blown,

^•hert" jjhtous tloat so sweetly clear,
.Vul ;ur* and mourns its bondage her*1.

Th(, coulth’!’
f wpfl'h un<-titled and serene, 

shadow’d ou our Spirit-sense— 
those of earth have ever been,

' lvcH all deaddcss in tho wide Immense ;
‘‘\n5s home no mortal eye hath seen—
•’ 'Vr^e bevontl the farthest star—

l ilow^rs aufi holds of fadeless green— 
J in endless bloom ; where naught can mar 
-where no fierce conflicting passions jar.

■ations arc its laws of life— 
—.’xpressed in living forms

• of terrestrial storms
1?r.;:i_ Spirit glows and warms, 

! ir inrlunicncics of Time, 
of-uMuu uhirinS, 

‘.i(. ut! v of her native clime, 
.. tfii’il temples rise, eternal and sublime.

.. iwhen thro’ the misty veil 
7: r > .’’ '‘•iirt-l.v o’er yon peaceful goal, 
' of luxe those kindiv spheres exhale, 

heart, and burns into the sou!:
‘■.‘■‘ovf aht'se soft and fond control, 
,lpmiii'l to an immortal bride ;

thou Jx dark billows madly roll
. i bark «*f life, still o’er the tide,

a,;d >i,ir-hkc siiinrs ; ourtruc and earnest guide.

,r<a;;r aial Elysian shore, 
fai’h hn’ hrart hath wish’d—the mind

SCUM.
!iriJii r- jhty sublimely more ’ 

t! •bihlf. with which is fraught 
’’•[ >ha!’ there be told and taught
; :i-.^ unt '. and read by kindred eyes 

; t’haniic. nor Death, nor aught, 
wr.fi- In'-' breaking hearts those gentle tit s— 
.•»?, .j of our being’s mysteries.

-an t- t:n-: ihe*’*' mortal bars, 
hiv Spirit in th«-ir hard embrace,

• <.'•! u?i’D tiie b>nesomr stars,
.t’i'Hj die S'drmn aisles of space— 

j:iv kiiidh-'r h-Hiie : where I shall trace 
id. i.’:' p ui.s j.tji’iK’ steps have trod, 
- u:i‘i jn-'fe—av, loudly—face to face, 

i.J n ■ ir 1’i'id alliance with the sod.) 
,| ,.f --’he rarly lov’d of God.
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For the Christian Spiritualist.
LETTER NO. 4.

THE Iil-lV. MR. TUCKER, OF THE CHURCII
HE THE HOLY CROSS. OF TRO'S’.

iuiher Ticker: While I think of it, I will 
■ a request. 1 have written to the editor of 
Times on various occasions to reprove him for 

happy faults, but without any perceptible 
Yow, 1 wish j’ou would admonish him pri

nt the evils of intemperance and falsehood. 
lv with him, and remember that “all 

-1 is-."
i.-> over a large portion of your sermon which 
-i.lv a rehash of what the Jewish Church 

nit J,-so - and his apostles, and what the 
.-.ii'i about Luther and his followers, and 

th'. En ji.-h Church said about George Fox 
f Howers ; and what has been said by the 

nr' Imrcli of every age, of every religious re- 
:■ wT? had moral courage enough to throw 
.•. .-T v Ties of priestcraft, and take another 

T.I I v:ii'!- God and truth:
I q ; .te " As patriots then we are impelled 

purest motives, to uphold in 
laws and institutions of our

n>

Il

in
:Ut.

is not tiie man who boasts of

by tlx -iiviMest and
■■'■.tlsA 1. the
I.’.rl Am- I brist.

Eric.-?: flicker, it
!>!s fTr.'cti in wiio is foremost in the hour of peril, 
uhen country needs his services. It is not the 
Kin wl.o boasts of his religion and traduces the 
rimra--t-.-r of hi< neighbors in the same breath, 
w’f L iiie real chiistian. To illustrate, let us sup- 
I •. a case. Suppose, for instance, there was an 
•'-ftof a daily paper in Troy, who took great 
pi'rts I'.' collect and publish the sermons of sccta- 
r'an ri'.rgymen. Suppose that one day he gave a 

• from father Havermans a puff, and the 
'■..it 'lav. a sermon from Dr. Baldwin a puff, and 
t'x tc.xt ilav, a sermon from the Rev. Mr. Tucker 

ai: i'about twice a week he denounced Spi- 
rit•, as iuli le's to religion who sought to 
' ii.,w n the press and the church, and over- 
Lec.v .-j.c’ctv. Suppose after all this, that it was 
t . I.'r wr, to the public, that this same editor was 
ir. I; atb' i-t, and had to be assisted home not far 
F Tua A seiving night, mentally oblivious. That 
is m'.'.i'i a p.-.-t on River street “a d— Spirit rap- 
r-.r." aus,-; it refused to shake bands with him. 
Siq.t i,-., f.,; q I _.av, would the public be under any 
i.biirTivr.: t , b..iicvc the man was a Christian, sim
ply 1 . .1 i ■ 1;(; ii a il the same language in his edi- 

to Spiritualism that sectarian 
ir sermons on Thanksgiving 
ie public be more likely to 

and a man is known by his 
is patriotism? When asso- 

tv as a finality, it seems to be 
I understand a patriot to be 

., lli'i particular country and 
was born in preference to all 

f'.ri m;e to this, you say in your 
:t christians are the truest pa-

'ti

t

t

t i

A i
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fidels. A large majority of our legislative bodies, 
both state and national are infidels. A large ma
jority of the legal and medical professions are infi
dels. The officers of the army and navy are near
ly all infidels. And yet the legislative bodies re
ferred to enact laws and keep them in force to pro
tect your church and every church in the country, 
including the Jewish Synagogue. If you want to 
know in what estimation the sectarian clergy are 
held by Congress, look at the contempt heaped up
on the remonstrance against the Nebraska bill, 
signed by three thousand clergymen. I mention 
this as a circumstance, not that I endorse it, for I 
honor the men who signed that remonstrance. I 
am willing to give the church its full, utmost right 
in the social, moral, and political progress of this 
country. But it claims the whole. I demur, for 
I know it is a false claim.

Now, my friend, if this infidel nation can be 
converted to the dogmas and doctrines of. the 
church, and made any better by it, it is very de
sirable that it should be done. But is there any 
prospect of it? Has not the church had time to 
accomplish this object ? Can you see that your 
system of teaching is making any progress in that 
direction ? Take the whole population at the be
ginning of this century, and ascertain the relative 
proportions of professional Christianity and so-called 
infidelity, and then follow the ratio of the decrease 
of one and the increase of the other, and you find 
that in the same ratio, the end of this century will 
find America destitute of a church. Now what is 
to be done ? Allow me in kindness to tell 
you that your present mode of treating sick souls 
will hasten the end. I admit that the system of 
theological training has been modified in the last 
ten years. I bear nothing now about infant dam
nation, and I get very little brimstone, except from 
my Methodist friends. But, after all, the clergy 
do not come up to the Spiritual wants of the men 
and women of this generation. You say in sub
stance to the sick soul what the doctor said to his 
patient: “ I have bled you ten times and you are 
no better, now I will physic you ten times, and if 
you are no better then, I will see what is to be 
done.” That is the way you do business, Brother 
lucker. Like the old fashioned doctors, who con
tinue to use the same drugs to cure disease and 
kill rats, you undertake to heal us with Spiritual 
medicine, that is loathsome to our palates; and, 
consequently, you are preaching to old women and 
young children ; you are not preaching to the en
ergetic men and women of this generation. I doubt 
not that there is a class of mind that can be bene- 
fitted by your preaching. But when any of that 
class become Spiritually unfolded to a higher plane 
they will leave you ; and if you follow and denounce 
them<ns backsliders, you excite their combattive- 
ness and drive them further from you. St. Paul 
was a backslider; so was Luther, so was John 
Wesley. “There’s a divinity that shapes our ends, 
rough hew them how we will. A watchful Father 
is providing for the wants of this generation. While 
the greater portion of the clergy of the popular 
churches are blind to the glories of the New Dis
pensation, its preachers are coming out from the 
field and the workshop, from the classes of the fac
ulty and the bar, and a few of them from the school 
of divinity. We say to the clergy everywhere, 
“ let us reason together.” But you stand behind 
the imaginary sanctity of the sacred desk, and re
main silent to discussion, while we are proclaiming 
the truths of Spiritualism in the streets of the city 
and the highways of the rural districts. You give 
the people a right to infer that you are afraid to 
encounter us. If you ever intend to meet the 
case, you must come out from the pulpit or permit 
us to come into it. The pulpit needs greater at
traction than it has had for some time, for the 
greater part of the enquirers to Jordan do not go 
there to get a guide board.

There is a wide difference between faith and 
knowledge. People who live on faith, look for evi
dences of immortality among the ruins of antiquity. 
I cannot help loving the man or woman who dwells 
with rapture upon the characteristics of the great 
medium of Nazareth. And when I know that the 
high Spiritual aspirations of such persons are drag
ged down to earth by doubts at times, I cannot 
forbear pointing to the promises and commands of 
the carpenter’s son. But they have been instruct
ed to believe that the tests and Spiritual gifts were 
promised only to.the early Christians. Very well; 
then the commands have do force, after the close of 
the Apostolic age. “ Go ye into all the world and 
preach the gospel to every creature.” “ And these 
signs shall follow them that believe,” &c., are all 
done away together. The priesthood of the so- 
called Christian church are preaching without au
thority in that case, and it is not to be wondered 
at that not one of them can meet the first or last 
test of Christianity.

This is the way we havebecn educated. Wc are 
told that angels visited this earth a great while ago, 
but they come no more. We are told that “ God 
is the same yesterday, to day, and forever, without 
any variableness or shadow of turning,” and we 
are told in the same breath that God once spoke to 
his children by inspiration, but now He is silent.

Brother Tucker, Christianity without proof is 
Christianity without life. It is a mere corpse at 
best. And the materialism of this age is no marvel 
when the priesthood discredit the “ ministration o 
angels,” and put limits to Christianity, by limiting 
its evidences. It is a strange state of things when 
the professed ministers of Jesus, are so material 
that they cannot credit the existence of any Spirits 
but devils, unless they are dressed up with flesh 
and bones.

Spiritualism, with all its attendant phenomena, is 
less inexplicable than the theories that have been 
arrayed against it by its opponents. And by the 
side of these is the additional inexplicable fact that 
the self-styled priests of God should continue to 
follow in the footsteps of their predecessors of all 
ages,
thing that is not recorded in their confession of 
faith, 
standing up against Phrenology, Mesmerism, and 
Psychology. And yet all these things are now 
known as sciences. But a few years ago, Dr. Dods 

I will make a few remarks | anj Professor Grimes, two adepts in mesmerism,

nations, and religions, by opposing every

Reformers, and-lately against Spiritualists, that pect to sdlthy life in an adequate manner?’ What 
they are “making money” out of their doctrines, price, for example, would content thee ? The just 

■ price of thy Lite to thee—why, God’s entire crea- 
i tion to thyself, the whole universe of space, the 
i whole eternity of time and what they hold; that
• is the price which would content thee—that, and
• if thou wilt be candid, nothing short of that 1 It 

is thy all, and for it thou wouldst have all. Tnou 
art an unreasonable mortal, or rather thou art a 
poor infinite mortal, who, in thy narrow clay-pri
son here, seemest so unreasonable! Thou wilt never 
sell thy life, or any part of thy life, in a satisfac
tory manner! Give it, like a royal heart; let the 
price be nothing; thou hast then in a certain sense 
got all for it 1”

A Mammon worshiper can never be a Spiritual
ist He may call himself so, as it has been usual 
for sensual and grasping men in all churches to call 
themselves Christians; but he cannot be one really, 
because to be a Spiritualist requires that a man 
should live within and above the material and na
tural. Practically, and in regard to our physical 
wants, money does avail much, indeed little else 
seems to avail as the world now Is, but we are not 
always to live in the external, we shall need no 
more than will safely carry us to our journey’s end, 
and O, how joyful to know that in the land to 
which our steps are tending, the bright Morning 
Land which is so near, the distinctions of mine and 
thine will no longer exist, and all we need for our 
development or our delight will be given us as 
freely as the sunshine and sweet rain are given to 
the flower.

If there are among us now those who make 
merchandize of Spiritualism, it is nothing new.— 
Religion has long been made merchandize of by 
men whose only idea of the worth of anything is 
the number of dollars it will bring them in. With 
such we have nothing to do. They cannot injure 
the true cause in which we are engaged, for God’s 
troth will prevail in spite of all men can do to hin
der it The earnest souls who seek truth will not 
shrink from investigating it, because some of those 
who profess it, pervert it to their own selfish Uses. 
There are those to whom they can turn for true 
light, men of pure and holy lives who have given 
themselves to the cause as media, and who will not 
wait for a fee before they will open to others the 
door of the Spiritual realm.

Above all, should every man who would know 
the things pertaining to his own Spiritual interests, 
seek to open his own interiors to influx. We are 
all designed to' fulfil some mediumship; there is 
not one of us who might not learn more through 
his own opened interiors than through all that 
others could communicate. The time will thus 
come when no man shall have need to ask of an
other concerning the things of God, for all shall 
know him from the least even to the greatest! And 
knowing Him and his depths of Love, men will 
realize that it is indeed “ more blessed to give than 
to receive.” Undine.

that it seems neoessary that those who have “ testi
mony to bear” to what seems to them the truth on 
the subject, should speak out. Not so much on 
account of those who are disposed to cavil, for 
these will find or make occasion enough always:— 
the eye that is awry will always'see truth pervert
ed—but on account of the “ little ones” who may 
be “ offended” by these things.

fV ben Christ sent forth his disciples to “ preach 
the gospel to every creature” the directions he gave 
them should be earnestly considered with reference 
to our own times, and our own evangelists. “Carry” 
he said, “neither scrip nor purse.” “Take no 
thought for the morrow,” is the general instruction 
he gives all believers. Still he has distinctly given 
us to understand that those who go forth preach
ing the word freely to men, have a right to expect 
from the love and fullness of those they preach 
unto, a full supply of their temporal wants. The 
system of preaching for a stated salary has evils 
innumerable. Among these, the most prominent 
is the temptation it offers to many who are deficient 
in physical energy to meet the demands of active 
labor or business, to take upon themselves the 
office of minister of the gospel, while they are ut
terly unfitted Spiritually for such an office, and 
spend a dull inefficient life in vain endeavors to per
form its functions. Thus has tameness and exter- 
nalism crept into the church. Where men should 
have found, where they looked to find the living 
oracles of God, they found dead forms, where they 
asked bread for which their Spirits hungered, they 
received a stone.

Another evil, not so much felt in this country, 
where Church and State are happily divorced from 
their unholy marriage, as in other lands where the 
Church has political supremacy, is the corruption 
and avarice it has introduced among those who 
should have exemplified in their lives those sweet 
Christian doctrines of unselfishness and charity 
which they were exalted to teach. The extent of 
this evil, external history vainly essays to portray.

He who gives himself to mankind as minister of 
the holy things pertaining to eternal life, must 
needs sacrifice earthly possessions. [Sacrifice did I 
say ? he must be so filled with the better things of 
Spiritual life, so fed with heavenly mana, so re
freshed constantly with the new wine of the Fath
er’s kingdom, that he shall desire nothing that earth 
can give beyond the mere means of sustaining phy
sical life and strength. These he must have, or his 
work will not be perfect; a starved and undeve
loped constitution is a poor medium, for it is 
through ultimates that man can most successfully 
communicate with man. 
covet more than this, to 
pots of Egypt,” we may 
afflatus has ceased to fill 
unspeakable fullness.

“Many wages to the 
worker alive, that he may work more, 

tc inrbcnpnc'iblo

So soon as he begins to 
banker after the “ flesh- 
be sure that the divine 
his soul with its former

Wc have seen the clergy ot this country

■I'i .-uppu.-.d that a Christian was a love of
1 i, but it seems I was not correct, 

fri'.tel Tucker,
.; a whole, and leave it. Taken 

i.; a weak and abortive attempt to 
i.w wi'iuen and children with the idea, 
uJry is about to be ruined by infidels, 
■lionary, the word infidels applies to all, 

ectarian harness, and accord- 
itnsus of 1850, it includes four fifths of 

Admit then for 
that sectarianism is chris-

cii your . j a.:
i

'Mi
In your <lic
'•'1.0 <l.j v/ui'l; ill
ing to tie
t!»: [’’>pu'ati<>ri of the country.
hi1- sal.!.' of argument,
tianitv, ;iml that all outside of it is infidelity, 
th ii we are an infidel
yum- .ilU11ition is the case. The commander of the 
tii iuiee ol the American revolution was an infidel. 
'He framer of the declaration of independence was 
an inli'li ]. The man who drafted the Constitution 
cf the United States was an infidel. The conven
tion that r.Li.ili ;.k!iat constitution was infidel to the 
letter, and by its vote suppressed an attempt to 
engraft an established church upon that constitu
tion. A majority of our Presidents have been in-

nation. Such, indeed, by

were denounced from the pulpit as impostors. Now 
these men are laboring to discover how much of 
Spiritualism is mesmerism, and they are looked up 
to as the champions of the church by the very men 
who denounced them eight years ago. I have seen 
a whole platoon of clergymen in the Tabernacle in 
this city, sit with open mouths to hear Dr. Dods 
explode Spiritualism. The doctor had not forgot
ten the opposition he once had to contend with here 
when lecturing on mesmerism, and he took advan
tage of the opportunity to repay it with interest.

I am your brother, S. AL Peters.

For the Christian Spiritualist. 
HIRELING MINISTRY.

I use this Quaker expression because it seems to 
me to express better than any other the idea I wish 
to present Though I do not mean exactly what 
they mean by the word.

It has become so universal a reproach against all

extent of keeping your 
says Car

lyle, “is indispensable.” Also “the wages of 
every noble work do yet lie in Heaven or else no
where.” This is the truth, for his reward should 
no man look out of the sphere of his own labor, 
especially if he be the minister of Spiritual 
things, will his reward be Spiritual and not 
ternal.

No true medium of divine love and wisdom 
ever sell his gift for money. By this, we do 
mean that he cannot lire of his gift, for we believe 
it is right that men should live of their labor what
ever that may be ; but no true bearer of the ves- : 
seis of tbe Lord, will ever take them in one hand , 
and balance them against gross dust in the other, 
no matter how much that dust may glitter to , 
dazzle tbe external eyes. Therefore, it pains us to , 
see how in every new development, there are men, i 
who will seize as a new commercial idea the wis- , 
dom that comes from above, and begin at once to , 
endeavor to buy and sell “ the gift of God for j 
money.” j

Dost thou need Spiritual consolation, my lowly . 
brother, my suffering sister? Sad for thee, if the j 
only password to this is “ money.” Sad for thee, 
if thou must buy the air thou breathest, the water ] 
that quenches thy thirst with money. Sadder yet, j 
0 hungering and thirsting one, if the Spiritual j 
bread and wine be locked up in coffers, whose only < 
key is goU. Ah brother, ah sister, it is not so !h 
Be thou sure, that he who offers it thee on these , 
terms, gives thee “ that which is not bread,” and , 
“ that which satisfieth not.” Know that for thee, , 
there is enough an the storehouse of the great Pro- , 
vider, and that for the simple asking, it is thine.— j 
Some meek and lowly one stands ready, couldst j 
thou find him to minister to thee of the divine con- ■ 
solations. Some almoner of Heaven will freely fill 
thine open palms with that which he himself has ; 
freely received. ;

This gospel, Spiritualism professes to teach.— 
Most inconsistent then would it be for it to en- , 
courage those who seek to enrich themselves out 
of it, either by preaching its doctrines, sitting as 
mediums, or healing the sick. Yet the preacher, 
the medium, the physician must lite, “ that he may 
work more.” The true preacher, he who devotes 
his life to the ministry of the word, will desire 
nothing more than this. He will not wish to lay 
up for himself nor for his children treasure on 
earth, knowing by actual experience, how much 
better and richer, and far more enduring treasure 
is laid up in the Heavens for those who desire it. 
And not only for the future is it laid up for him, 
but he has it now; his Spiritual life is daily sus
tained, adorned and increased by it—it is his from 
everlasting. To such a man, external wants will be 
few and easily supplied. He will not despise the 
body and its needs, knowing that it is according to 
Divine Order that he should preserve it as the 
“earthern vessel” in which is held that inestimable 
treasure of immortal life which it is his mission to 
dispense among men. He will use his externals as 
not abusing them, so that they may be healthy me
diums of his internals.

“ The love ef money is the root of all evil”— 
why ? Because money is gross dust, on which if 
the heart be set in whatever form, it will be as
similated to it. Therefore too, “ ye cannot love 
God and Mammon.” Because God is the inner
most, and Mammon is the outermost, and these 
two cannot be worshiped together—“ ye will hate 
the one and love the other.” And if we believe in 
God—in the Eternal Love—and that to become 
one with that Love is the greatest destiny man can 
attain unto—how can we regard the “ dull material 
accidents of this sensual body” otherwise than as 
temporary means of that body’s existence ? And 
if in the Spiritual life we look forward to when the 
body shall be laid aside as no longer fitted to our 
use, we hope to enjoy the living goods of which 
externa! riches are the correspondences, how can 
wc insanely hug the.shadow, while the substance 
courts our embrace ? The true prophet—the heav
enly minister, will not look for his reward in the 
external things of time, he will value too highly 
the gifts of God to suppose they can be bought 
with or sold for money. Hear Carlyle :

“My brother, the brave man has to give his life 
away. Give it, I advise thee,—thou dost not ex-

ex

can 
not

For the Christian Spiritualist.

REFORM REPARATIVE TO ORGANIZA
TION.

When want is provided for the soul is sat isfied 
but when unprovided for, the soul becomes unhap- 

This statement becomes obvious truth, when 
to

Lis religions neighbors. T» the advanced Spirit
ualist there is little in the lecture to interest beyond 
an honest acknowledgement and warm appreciation 
of the life-labors and gospel-teachings of Jesus, as 
they blend with and give full character to th^ Spirit 
manifestations of our age. Nevertheless, few will 
read the lecture without having their Spiritual na
tures quickened and their religions instincts 
awakened, so ever present is the earnest, emotional 
pleadings of the writer. As a logical effort it is de
fective, because too diffuse and general—as an ap
peal for tolerance, charity, and a more Spiritual 
civilization it will be read with pleasure by every 
lover of progress. - The lecture is well printed and 
well adapted to the eyes, the type being large.

Putnam’s Monthly for January 1856, New York, 
Dm & Edwards, 10 Park Place.
To the curious in-literary matters, the opening 

article: in this number is worth double the price of 
the pamphlet It is an earnest, eloquent, and la
borious application of the method and logic of 
Straus to the “plays” of William Shakspeare. It 
will bear reading a second and third time, as there, 
is something in it “ surpassing show.” We hope 
the articles will be continued, as we should like to 
see what sort of a “ tale,” metaphysical skepticism 
—“would unfold” about this, the greatest of the 
world’s mental idols. One thing, however, is ob
vious, whatever becomes of Shakspeare and his 
“ many sidedness,” the literature and philosophy of 
history will be all the gainer from the investigation.

“ The Ghost” is a long and interesting story for 
Christmas, with a moral, we should like to see ex
tensively practiced. “ The Virginia Springs” is 
“ concluded." “ Prescott’s Philip the Second” out
lied and reviewed. Mrs. Child’s “ Progress of Re
ligious Ideas,” commended, and “ Calhoun on Gov
ernment” is analyzed and corrected. Beside these 
articles, which form the solid reading of this num
ber, there is poetry and fiction for those who seek 
the narrative and fanciful. The editor as usual is 
at home with his “ Notes.”

Blackwoods’ Monthly Magazine, for December, 
1855. New York: Leonard Scott & Co., No. 79 
Eulton street.
This number can hardly fail of interest with the 

student of history, as some of the papers are rich 
in suggestive hints and critical explanations. 
“ Zaidee, a Romance ” has arrived at “ part the 
last.” “ Simony and Lay Patronage, Historically 
and Morally Considered,” is a long and a strong ar
ticle. “ Illustrations of Herodotus ” is full of sug
gestive hints on geography and travel, and other 
departments of external learning, relating to an
cient history. “Modern Light Reading” is a 
critical paper on “Art,” but discriminating, if not 
catholic in its appreciation. “ Courtship Under 
Difficulties” is a “ humorous history ” for the 
times. “ Our Rural Population,” and the “ War,” 
and “ The Death of the Rev. John Eagles,” brings 
us to the “ Index,” and the close of the volume.

P7-
we contemplate the effort made to adapt man 
organizations and organizations to man.

No organization has ever yet met the wants 
the human mind, for the wants and necessities 
man’s intellectual, moral, and physical natures, 
must be all met and answered, ere he can be made 
contented and happy.

Hitherto only one of these natures has been re
cognized and partially sustained in organizations, 
especially devoted to the development of man.— 
Other organizations have diverted attention to this 
or that want of the human mind or body, while a 
third selects some other fragment of the soul, and 
makes it its hobby. These organizations, in their 
present condition, could not effect the object in 
view, because each oue is defective in itself, and at 
issue with its neighbor.

A proper combination of these three, however, 
based upon progression of the whole, would ulti
mate in unity and mutuality, and devevelop a fourth 
nature in man—i. e. Spirituality. As it is, the 
Spiritual being stinted, stints the whole, and vice 
versa. This, in a measure, is natural, since no one 
organixation has yet taken into consideration the 
wants of these four natures in man ; and, therefore, 
could nat combine nor concentrate effort for their 
education. How, then, can an effective organiza
tion be developed and secured ? is a question of 
primary importance to all, who may be hoping and 
working for the good time coming. We suggest 
that each individual commence and reform one, and 
but one, until that one is so emphatically reformed 
as to feel and say in all he or she does,

“ Here Lord. I give myself away, it’s all that I 
can do,” and continue to do until the “ deformed is 
transformed" by “renewing of the mind,” and 
making whole the man.

When the Spirit is entirely given up to tbe Lord 
or-to truth, there will be a fitness for organization 
which will make institutions permanentand lasting. 
Organizations founded on any other principle, must 
sooner or later cease to be operative for good, and 
thereby necessitate the formation of others, 
which will more thoroughly embody and express 
this principle. These changes will be necessary 
until the Golden Bule is thoroughly understood and 
practically lived to the full extent of its significance.

Let Reform then commence at home, and it will 
soon make itself felt ; for it will seek to organize 
in educating and harmonizing society’s members. 
In this private and public manifestation of the soul, 
the missionary spirit of Diffusion, is recognized, 
while centrality or the soul’s needs is cared for.

The home idea of culture or self-reform, must 
expand and ultimate in universal self-hood and 
general reform.

Let each individual, therefore, know how to lore 
himself or herself, ere they attempt to teach man
kind how to love one another. Let them under
stand individual wants, and they will soon compre
hend collective needs. If they know not this, they 
are poorly qualified to advise others as to the na
ture or source of happiness. Let all, then, learn to 
discriminate, that they may be able to “judge with 
a righteous judgmentknow “ good from evil,’’ 
and’separate the one from the other, by the direct 
and constant application of truth.

And let it be observed in these efforts, that “haste 
is not speed," else we may forget the admonition— 
“Give not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither 
cast ye your pearls before swine, lest they trample 
them under their feet, and turn again and rend 
you.” E. G.

of 
of

PLAIN REFLECTIONS FOR ACTUAL NECES
SITIES.

Young men, who, to dress well, eat well, drink 
well, and ride well, run in debt for these enjoy
ments, can apply this to themselves. Richelieu was 
a great Cardinal, and Bulwer occasionally speaks 
the truth:—

“ You have outrun your fortune; 
I blame you not, that you would be a.beggar— 
Each to his taste 1 But I do charge yon, sir, 
That, being beggared, you would coin fiilse moneys 
Out of that crucible called debt To live 
On means not yours—be brave in silks and laces— 
Gallant in steeds—splendid in banquets—all 
Not yours—ungiven—unherited—unpaid for. 
This is to trickster, and to filch 
Men’s art and labor,which to them is wealth, 
Life, daily bread—quitting all scores with ‘ Friend 
You’re troublesome !’ Why this—forgive me— 
Is what—when done with a less dainty grace— 
Plain folks call—theft!”—Exchange.

Now recdTed jmd'for.aalB si the Office cf Tbx Oskxszzax 
SpiMTgATYKT the following Works

LIDA’S TALES OF BUBAL HOME; A CoHecticn of Sto
ries for OhUdrezL By Emily Gay. Hopedale, Mass. A aeries c 
Interesting tales for very small children. A package eontafai 
one copy of each series, 40 cents ; postage 10 cents. _____

THE HISTORY OF THE ORIGIN OF ALL THINGS, 
including the Wiwtoty of Mm. from his creation to his finality, 
but not to Ms end. written by God* Holy Bpiri to. through an 
earthly medium. L» M. Axmud. Pouxfakeepeie, N. Y. Price,, 
$1 50£postMre. 20 cents.

NEW TESTAMENT MERA PEER AND MODERN MIR
ACLES. The comparative amount of evidence for each, the 
nature of both. Testimony of a Hundred witnesses. An Essay 
read before the Middle and Senior Classes in Cambridge Divin
ity School. By J. H. Fowler. Price 80.

REVIEW OF THE CONCLUSION OF EEV. CHARLES 
BEECHER, Referring the Manifestations of the Present Time 
to the Agency of Evil Spirits. By John 8. Adams. Price 6 
oents. _______

ANSWERS TO SEVENTEEN OBJECTIONS against Spir
itual Intercourse, and Inquiries Relating to the Manifestations of 
the Present Time. By John 8. Adams. Price 25 cents; doth, 
88 cents.

Since writing the above work the author has changed hie 
views in regard to the Bible as the only revelation from God to 
man. In another particulars his views are as therein laid down. 
The work has been well received by all classes, and the argu
ments advanced have been considered worthy of the careful 
consideration of all men of thought. All sectarianism is avoid
ed; no doctrinal opinions are Introduced; but the uanswers” 
rest on the fundamental truths of scriptural revelation and un
disputed facta.
EPITOME OF SPIRIT INTERCOURSE, By Alfred Cridge, 

of Canada, Writing Medium. Boston: Bela Marsh, No. 15 
’Franklin street. Price 871-2 cents.
6PIBIT VOICES: Odes dictated by Spirits of the Second 

Sphere, for the use of Harmonial Circles, E. C. Henck, me 
dmm. Price 43 cents.

SPIRIT-WORKS; Real but not Miraculous. A lecture read, 
at the City Hall, Roxbury, Mass., on the evening of September 
21,1853. By Allen Putnam. Price 25 cents.

AN EXPOSITION of Views respecting the principal facts? 
causes and peculiarities involved in Spirit-Manifestations. Te' 
gether with interesting phenomena, statements, and commum.] 
cations. By Adin Ballou. Price 50 cents: in cloth, 75 cents.

FREE THOUGHTS CONCERNING RELIGION, or Na
ture versus Theology. By Andrew Jackson Davis. The nama 
of the author Is a sufficient inducement to all interested in Spir 
Itualism and its teachings to purchase and read the work. Price 
15 cts.

FAMILIAR SPIRITS AND SPIRITUAL MANIFESTA
TIONS. Being a series of articles by “E. P.” supposed to be 
Enoch Pond, Professor in the Bangor Theological Seminary. 
Together with a Reply by VeriphUos Credens. Price 15 cts.

THE PHILOSOP&Y OF CREATION. Unfolding the 
Laws of the Progressive Development of Nature, and embra
cing the Philosophy of Man, Spirit and the Spirit-World, by 
Thos. Paine. Through the hand of Horace G. Wood, medium.

PHYSIOLOGY OF DIGESTION. The Principles of Diet 
etics. By A. Combe, M. D.: 80 cts.

SPIRIT-INTERCOURSE: Containing incidents of Persona 
Experience, while investigating the new Phenomena of Spirit 
Thought and Action; with various Spirit communications 
through himself as medium. By Herman Snow, late Unitarian 
Minister at Montague, Mass. Boston: Crosby, Nichols & Co. 
New York: C. S. Francis <fc Co. 1853.

THE SPIRIT MINSTREL. A collection of Hymns and 
Music for the use of Spiritualists,' in their churches and public 
meetings. By J. B. Packard and J. S. Loveland. Price 25 
cents.

In addition to the above, may be found, at the Society’s Rooms 
the following publications by Messrs. Fowlers and Wells. In 
order to accommodate those residing at a distance, we give the 
irice of each work with the postage added. The postage will 
>e pre-paid at the New-York Post-Office. By pre-paying post

age in advance, fifty percent 16 saved to the purchaser. AH 
letters containing orders should be post-paid. ___

A RIVULET FROM THE OCEAN OF LIFE, an Authentic 
and Interesting Narrative of the Advancement of a Spirit from 
Darkness to Light Proving by an actual inbtakoe, the influ
ence of man on earth over the departed. With introductory 
and incidental remarks. By J. S. Adams of Chelsea. Mass, 

j ee 2-5 cts
A LETTER to the Chestnut street Congregational Church 

Chelsea, Mass., in reply to its charge of having become a re- 
iroacb to tbe cause oi truth, in consequence of a change in re- 
igious belicC By .Tnhn R. Adams. He answered and said . . 
. . One thing I know, that whereas I was blind, now I sec. . . 
. And they cast him out” Let all Spiritualists wlio have be

come released from the bonds of the churches read this little 
book. Price 15 cents.

A RECORD OF COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE SPI
RIT SPHERES, with Incontestile Evidence of Personal Iden
tity. Presented to the Public, with Explanatory Observations, 
by J. B. Ferguson. Bound, price 75 cents: in paper, 50 
cents.

DISCO URSES ON THE MINISTR Y OF ANGELS’ The 
Idea of Endless Wrong an Abomination; Self-knowledge tho 
Knowledge of Spiritual Communion; Immortality is Life in 
God; Melchisedek or Divinity in Man: God will Teach his 
Creatnres. By J. B. Ferguson. Price 15 cants,

HISTORY OF THE RELATION OF THE PASTOR TO 
THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH OF NASHVILLE. By J. B. 
Ferguson. Price 10 cents.

MACROCOSM AND MICROCOSM: or, the Universe 
Without and the Universe Within. By Wm. Fishbough. A 
Scientific Work; 62 cts.

MENTAL ALCHEMY; a Treatise on the Mind and Ner 
vous System. By B. B. Williams ; 62 cts.

Any or all of the above works maybe sent by mail topur; 
chasers, on receipt of the price as above marked. Orders from 
our friends at a distance will be attended to promptly as soon as 
received.

THE RELIGION OF MANHOOD, or the Age of Thought 
An excellent work. By Dr. J. H. Robinson. Price in paper 
cents; in cloth, 75 cents.

PHILOSOPHY OF ELECTRICAL PSYCHOLOGY, in 
Twelve Lectures. By Dr. J. B. Dods; 62 cts.

COMBE’S LECTURES ON PHRENOLOGY. A complete 
course. Bound in muslin, $1 25.

CONSTITUTION OF MAN. By G. Combe. Authorized 
edition; paper, 62 cts.

PSYCHOLOGY; or, the Science of the SouL By Haddock 
RELIGION, NATURAL AND REVEALED; or, the na

tural Theology and Moral Bearings of Phrenology; 25 cts.
PARENTS’ GUIDE, and Child-birth Made Easy. By lira. 

H. Pendleton: 60 cts.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPECIAL PEOVIDENCES. A 

Aision. By A. J. Davis. Price 15 cents.
COMBE’S PHYSIOLOGY, Applied to tbe Improvement of 

Mental and Physical Education; 62. cts.
Books noton our list will be procured and forwarded at the 

regular retail price. 8

MISS KATE FOX

FREE COMMUNICATIONS.

THE DAVENPORT FAMILY
Will hold Public Circles every afternoon and evening, ex
cept on Sundays and Thursdays, at UNION HALL, 2Vo. 
195 Bowcry, opposite Spring Street. Hours, from 2 to 4, 
and 7 to 9 o’clock.

Applications for Tickets or Private Sittings, must be 
made, by post or otherwise, to JOHN F. COLES,

Agent for the Davenport Family, 
195 Bowery.

It is with pleasure that the Society for “ The 
Diffusion of Spiritual Knowledge,” informs the 
public of the return of Miss Fox from her summer 
tour in Canada and the West, as she resumes her 
labors at the Rooms of the Society, subject to the 
direction and pay of the same. She will io this, 
as in her former engagements, sit, without charge 
to the public, for the benefit of Skeptics or such 
Enquirers as are not yet convinced of the reality 
of Spirit-intercourse, and know not the consolations 
of Spirit Mediation.

Hours, from 10 to 1, every day, Saturday and 
Sunday excepted.

The Society wish it distinctly borne in mind that 
Miss Fox is employed for the purpose of concerting 
the skeptical, rather than to contribute to the plea
sure of the Spiritualistic believer, and it is expected, 
therefore, that those who are converted will not 
occupy the time of the Nedium.

This change is warranted not only by the expe
rience of the past year and a half, but suggested 
by the consideration, that those who may wish 
communications from their Spirit friends can, and 
should, avail themselves of the services of other 
Mediums.

TO THE AFFLICTED.
THE astonishing cures that have been performed by MBS. 

METTLER’S MEDICINE, of Hartlord, Conm, and those of 
MES. FRENCH, of Pittsburgh, Pa., when all remedies have 
failed, and the patients given up by their respective physicians 
as hopeless and attested by thousands upon thousands, to whom 
rcllei has been afforded. Both these ladies are Clairvoyants, 
and while in that state tbe Medicines are prepared. The various 
ingredients of which their Medicines are composed are all from 
the Vegetable kingdom. It is but faint praise to say that of all 
the numerous specifics that have been prepared for all tbe dis
eases that tbe human system is subject to, none have been so 
universally successful as the Medicines prepared by these two 
ladies.

Sold by SAMUEL BARRY, Sole Agent, Periodical Book 
Store, No. 221 ARCH STREET, Philadelphia. 8t

J. M. BARNES,
Publisher of the Lockport Weekly Messenger, a family paper, 

independent on all subjects, devoted to Spiritual and Anti
Slavery principles, $1.50 per year in advance.

Also, dealer in Books and Stationery of all kinds, (Spiritual, 
Anti-Slavery, and Liberal Books,) and can snpply the country 
trade, both at wholesale and retail, at New York prices, and 
will send by mail any Book, by remitting the publisher’s 
price for the book and postage.

Loekport^ Erie County, Pa.

DR. RICARDO
Is ready to cive lessons in modern Languages at the Harlem 
Academy, 120th-etrcet, near 3d Avenue. Young gentlemen and 
ladles from the neighboring country, disposed to learn during 
the day, or in the evening classes, may come and trust with full 
confidence in Dr. Eicardo as a practical teacher. Terms by 
agreement; but very moderate. Please to address, Mr. Steele 
Director of the Harlem Academy. 5

THE HEALING OF THE NATIONS. 
published by the society foe the “ Diffusion of 

SPIRITUAL KNOWLEDGE.”

A New Work on Spiritualism. Charles Linton, 
Medium. The work is beautifully electrotyped, 
contains 550 pages, octavo, and two splendid steel 
engravings—Mr. Linton and Gov. Tallmadge: the 
latter has written an elaborate introduction and 
appendix to the work.

The book is now ready for delivery, price $1 
postage 30 cents. Orders from the trade 
others will be attended to, by addressing 
Society for the Diffusion of Spiritual Knowledge,’ 
553 Broadway, N. Y.

HOME FOR SPIRITUALISTS,
NEAE UNION SQUAEE, in a house with all the modern 

improvements—bath, gas, range, &c. Two or four rooms to 
let, with bofird. Also, an Office in the basement, suitable for a 
Physician. Mesmeric, or Clairvoyant Inquire of

I). G. TA f LOB,
At 145 West 16th street, near 8th av6nne.

SPIRIT MEDIUM.
Mbb. Kellogg receives visitors for investigating the Spirit 

Manifestations daily, Sundays excepted. Her attendance with 
Private Circles at her Eooms, 625 Broadway, may be secured by 
previous engagement. _ *

Hours, unless engaged for Private Circles, 9 A. M. to 2 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday evenings engaged for the present No sit 
tings on Wednesday after 12 M. 47

50, 
and 
the

AGENTS.
The Christian Spiritualist, the Healing of 

the Nations, and other Spiritual works and pub
lications, are kept on sale by the following named 
persons, who are authorized to receive subscrip
tions :

Dexteb & Brother, 14 and 16 Ann-st, New 
York.

Abbe & Yates, 25 Ann-st, New York.
Bela Marsh, 15 Franklin st, Boston, Mass.
Samuel Barry, 221 Arch st, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mrs. E. S. French, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Jonathan Koons, Milfield, Athens Co., Ohio.
Geo. Burchell, Williamsburgh, N. Y.

SPIRITUAL CLAIRVOYANCE.
MES. LORIN L. PLATT, has taken Eooms at No, 134 

CAXA.L STREET, where she offers her services in the 
examination and treatment of Diseases by means of Clair
voyance. Terms—For Examination and Prescription, if the 
parties oro present, S3; if absent, by autograph or lock of 
hair, $5; Psycometricai Beading $1. Mrs. Platt will hold 
Circles lor Spiritual Communication, when not otherwise en
gaged.

A. C. STILES, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN AND SUEGE0N, BEIDGEPOET, Conn.— 

The 6ick attended at all houre of day or night No mineral 
poisons used.

Dr. S. is developed as a Clairvoyant Medium, and can per
fectly describe the locale of disease, also the feelings of the pa
tient Those who cannot personally visit him, can forward a 
lock of their hair. Letters on private matters strictly attendod 
to. Consultation fee, il. Consultation and prescription, $2.

MRS. HAYWARD,
CL Alli VOYAST,

FOR THE TREATMENT OF DISEASE,
147 Prospect st, Brooklyn.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
A Lecture on the Spiritual Philosophy.—By a 

Grateful Concert. Philadelphia: Published by
Samuel Barry, No. 221 Arch street, 1856.
This is a popular efiort to meet the surface is

sues of the times, while vindicating the moralism 
and catholicity of true Spiritualism. The writer is 
earnest in his advocacy, as a convert should be, 
without evincing much disposition to quarrel with

RESIDENCES OF MEDIUMS.
J. B. Conklin, 134 Canal st
Mrs. Jennie E. Kellogg, 625 Broadway.
Mrs. Anna L. Brown, 1 Ludlow Place, corner 

Houston and Sullivan sts.
Mrs. E. J. French, Clairvoyant and Healing Phy

sician, 341 Broadway.
G. A. Redman, Rapping, Tipping and Writing 

Medium, 45 Carver street, Boston.

of

SPIRITUAL MANIFESTATIONS.
MBS. WISE begs leave to announce to the public that she 

has opened her Booms for the INVESTIGATION OP SPI
RITS, as a Rapping and Writing Medium, at No. 653 BROAD* 
WAY.

Hours—From 10 a. m. to 1 r. from 3 to 5 r. and from
7 to 9 p. m., every day and evening.

Admission 50 cents. v2 tf

' HEARING MEDIUMS.
J£7?& BRADLEY can be consulted at No. 94 GREEN 

STREET, on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, from 9 a. m. 
until 4 P. m.

SPIRITUALISTS’ HOME.

sio sms,
BY DE. H. F. GAEDNEE.

Corner of Horri.on Avenue and. Bcacb-aU^ 
BOSTON.
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From the - True Flff.
ANGEL FRIENDS.

Floating on the air of evening,
Breathing in the morning prayer,

Hear I oft the tender voices
That ouce made my world so fair;

I forget, while listening to them,
All the sorrows I have known,

And upon the troubles present
Faith’s pure, shining light is thrown ;

Soothing with their magic whispers,
Calming all my wildest fears, _ _

Thus they bring me sweet submission,
Peace for sorrow, smiles for tears.

Bless you, angel friends, oh never
Leave me lonely on-the way;

For your geutle teachings ever
Meekly will I watch ar.d pray.

From the Tutes County Whig. 
THE ANGEL OF DEATH.

« Go forth,” said the heavenly Father, 
To one of his seraph train,

Go forth on an errand of mercy
To the world of trouble and pain;

Loose the galling fetters 
That bind the weary and worn,

And bear to their glorious mansions, 
The souls that for bliss are born.

And away from earth’s noxious vapors 
Some buds of beauty bring,

To bloom in the heavenly garden, 
’Neath the smile of perpetual spring.

And the angel, with wing resplendent, 
Went out from the heavenly band,

'Mid a chorus ofjoyful voices 
Resounding at God’s right hand.

In the street of a crowded city, 
An old man, weary and poor,

Hungry, sick and sorrowmg, 
Sank down at a rich man’s door.

Sleep weighed down his heavy eyelids, 
And feebly he drew Iris breath,

As beside him with looks of compassion, 
Alighted the Angel of Death.

Then he thought of the years 'long vanished, 
The lovely, the lost and the dear,

Till, borne on the wings of sweet visions, 
He woke in a happier sphere.

There were none on eartli to sorrow, 
That the old man’s life was o’er-;

But myriads bade him welcome, 
As he neared the heavenly shore.

Slowly night’s gathering shadows 
Closed round a mother mild,

Who, tearful and heavy-hearted, 
Bent over her dying child.

Fevered and restless and moaning, 
On his little bed he lay,

When the bright-wing’d Angel drew near 
And kissed his last breath away.

So softly the chain was severed, 
So gently was stayed the breath, '

It soothed the heart of the mourner, 
And she blessed the Angel of Death.

For she knew that tho soul of her darling ’ 
Had gone to his Father above,

Clasped in the arms more tender, 
Than even her fondest love.

And so on his errand of mercy 
Did the heav’n-seut messenger roam, 

Gatli’ring God’s wandering children 
To their eternal home.

Those only whose souls were blighted, 
And withered by sin and shame, 

Saw no light in the path of the Angel, 
And knew not from whence he came.

And those only who close their spirits 
In wilful blindness here,

From the light of God’s nearer presence, 
Need shrink with distrust and fear. axon.

him

TYPES OF MANKIND IN THE NINETEENTH 
CENTURY.

The spice that seasons tho following, may pre
vent some from relishing the dish, but we think 
none can be injured and all may be benefited, who 
will study and contrast the pictures it contains.

Besides, it is nearly time that the mental char
acteristics were studied and classified,for until order 
and practicality is given to our popular ethics 

. and every day philosophy, we can hardly expect
- other than extremes in character, misconceptions 

of the nature of things, and alienation and anta
gonism between Science and Tntelegy, Business 
and Religion. It is for you to say, reader, to which 
“class” you belong. We copy from the Buffalo 
Republic.

Every age in the history of the world has some
thing peculiar to itself. Man is a being so won
derfully and curiously contrived, and endowed 
with such a multiplicity of powers, that he seems 
capable of assuming new and antagonistical phases 
during every century of his existence. If we were 
to erect a stairway, commencing one step above 
the brute, and reaching up to angelic powers, on 
each step we should find some specimen of huma
nity, standing as a representative of some peculiar 
phase of his race. Commencing at the bottom and 
ascending a few steps, we come to a phase of man
kind which swallows with unsatiated voracity, all 
sorts of humbugs, quack medicines, licensed pills, 
and “ lying vanities.” This phase embraces the 
“many,” the “million,” the “gulled and gullible,” 
—those who float looso and careless on the tide of 
life, and who will give more and spend more time 
and money to be cheated and fooled, than they will 
to be instructed and benefited. These have little 
or no thought or desire to contemplate the real and 
substantial—the “ stubborn things of life,” but are 
content to mix in with the overwhelming flood of 
fetion, trash and false pnilssepny,which are sweep
ing through the land, and have well nigh inundated 
it. Anything extraordinary, unaccountable or mar
velous, is seized upon with “ itching ears,” and 
open mouth, and swallowed with as little taste and 

■ as great voracity as that unclean bird, the ostrich, 
devours everything which is offered it to eat, not 
being able to distinguish between a loaf of bread 
and a dish of tenpenny nails.

Reason docs not appear to exercise any authority 
in deciding upon the question between truthfulness 
and the appearance of truthfulness. Whatever is 
presented from the rostrum of the public speaker 
is received as truth, especially if it partakes very 
much of the marvelous. The door of reason 
seems to be closed, and whatever is offered is re
ceived on the outside, without being subjected to 
its crucible. No wonder then that strange sights 
should be seen, strange sounds heard, and strange 
pnilesephy promulgated. The supernatural ele
ment in the human constitution has never been en
tirely dormant, but has never manifested more 
signs of life and activity than at the present time. 
The common things of earth and ordinary pheno
mena, are entirely inadequate to satisfy the de
mands of this progressive age. Feelers are sent 
out, and along this mundane sphere until its bord
ers are entirely crossed, and a sort of railway 
communication established with the extra mun

, dane. This seems to be doing an active busi
ness at the presont time, if the number of com
munications sent, and the weighty matter therein 
contained is any evidence of the fact. It is now—-------------- j -------  — --------- uuw wave, and dasned to ate
quite as common to have a frosh arrival from the J entific and moral truth.

extra mundane, as to receive a message through the 
telegraph. ,' , ‘

All this is quite startling, and .yet well enough , 
when we consider that this age of progress demands , 
it. When these demands are. satisfied, and the 
“ sober second thought” returned to men, the fan
tastic clouds of this phase will move off, and give ' 
place to something of a mundane and substantial 
character. As we ascend a few steps, we come to 
another phase, representing the business men, the 
mere worldlings, the “ middle ten,” the “ money 
changers,” those who, having eyes yet see not, and 
ears yet hear not, only those things which in their 
estimation will increase the number of those golden 
eagles which are to glitter through the interstices 
of their long silk purses. W ith this class the im
provement of the mind, as mind, or the investiga
tion of the cause of the appearances and pheno
mena by which we are surrounded, with a view of 
arriving at general laws and the perception of truth 
are matters of secondary consideration, of minor 
importance, and in no case allowed to intrude upon 
an hour or a moment of time, which might be de
voted to the interest of the “ almighty dollar.”— 
Their whole mind, body, intellect, seem to be ab
sorbed in schemes of pecuniary gain. This class 
are unapprochable upon every other subject, save 
that of their own interests. A barrier is set against 
the approach of everything except that, which in 
some way, is connected with the accomplishment 
of their own selfish purposes. They make them
selves rich in dollars and cents, but poor in moral 
excellence. They roll in magnificence and wealth 
in the tangible commodities of trade, bnt are lean 
and poverty-stricken in the refinements of physical 
and moral science, and destitute of a knowledge of 
the actual condition of humanity upon the earth.— . 
Ask of these the comparative value of state stocks 
and bank bills or the best mode of employing capi
tal, and they can give you a ready and intelligent 
reply, but ask them to inform you of the organic 
structure of their own bodies, and they have no 
ready or intelligent answer. Ask them the price 
of tape, ribbons, or calicoes, and they can tell you, 
but ask them of the chemical processes resorted to 
to impress calicoes with its various colors, figures, 
Ac., and the answer is on a page in the book of 
knowledge which they have never read.

Ask them which is the best market to purchase 
goods in, and which is the cheapest, safest and 
most expeditious route of transportation, and they 
are capable of giving a ready and correct reply ; 
but ask them how the power of steam is generat
ed, and mechanically applied, to move the boats 
and cars which convey their merchandise, and you 
have approached a subject which their intellects 
have never grasped, and which their minds would 
take no pleasure in contemplating. They seem not 
to apprehend that there is in scientific researches 
an unfolding of the vast powers of the human 
mind, a nobleness and an exalted pleasure which 
far outweigh all mere questions of dimes and dol
lars. That lofty and disenterested enjoyment which 
the philosopher derives from contemplating the or
der and harmony of nature, and the simplicity, re
gularity and perfection of the laws which control 
the universe, are entirely unknown to these world
ly and selfish men.

Ask the. fashionable man who is put up by the 
tailor, and finished off by the barber, or the flaunt
ing, gossiping, novel reading lady, to inform you of 
the latest fashion or the most genteel table tain— 
the dress and carriage of those who attended the 
last fashionable party, or what took place at the 
Theatre, or the merits of the last novel, and they 
will be able to tell you with ease and fuency; bnt 
ask them to inform you of the organic structure of 
the body, or what the peculiar office of the heart, 
lungs and liver—ask them to describe the operation 
of the digestive, respiratory and circulatory sys
tems—ask them to point out the peculiar office of 
the nerves and muscles, and you have propounded 
interrogatories which they are unable to answer— 
you have introduced a subject which they have 
never contemplated, and about which they are en
tirely ignorant

As we ascend the stairway we come to another 
type, which represents man in a “ higher and a 
nolier'mood, in search after truth for the sale of 
truth, and advanced to the harmony of truth in the 
operations of Nature’s unerring laws, enjoying an 
intellectual entertainment, to the grandeur and no
bleness of which, the aristocracy of wealth and 
fashion can furnish no comparison. It was said in 
olden time, that “ Nature abhors a vacuum.” It 
may now be said that Nature delights in equilibri
um. The class of which we spoke in a former 
number was on the extreme of the credulous and 
fictitious. The class to which we now refer is on 
the opposite extreme. This is a wise provision to 
secure a proper balance. Were it otherwise, the 
whole human family would shoot off into the ex
treme of - the marvelous, the fictitious and gossiping 
nonsense, or into the opposite extreme of cold and 
rigid scientific analysis. A portion of humanity be
ing on the opposites an equilibrium is preserved 
and a constant tendency towards the centre truth 
obtained. It is truly astonishing to witness the 
steady and certain revolution in private opinion 
and public sentiment, which inductive science and 
critical analysis are making upon political and the
ological questions.

It is no longer possible to conceal the fact, that 
the dark curtains of the past are drawing aside, 
and “ light, more light,” is bursting in upon the 
world! Truth is asserting her supremacy over 
tradition, ancient fastenings are cut loose, false phi
losophy and superstitious doctrines are discarded, 
intolerant views abandoned; while scientific ana
lysis and inductive reasoning—bold and adventu
rous—ride most triumphantly upon the wave of 
victorious thought 1 With this class the present 
is an extraordinary time. Intellect is traveling up 
the “ hill of science,” and plucking unfaded laurels 
from the brow offundamental truth. The powers 
of the elements are seized by the grasping hand of 
man, and nature herself, as it were, forced to yield 
her choicest secrets to the mandates of science. In
vention succeeds invention, truth follows truth, im
provement presses upon the heels of improvement, 
and discovery succeeds discovery in a rapid suc
cession of new facte.

.The philosopher seems to be drawing large and 
fresh draughts from the perennial springs of inspi
ration. The fountains of tho “ great deep” of mind 
seem to be broken up, and streams of light through 
original channels are pouring in and flashing up, to 
cheer and guide the philosopher onward. No other 
age has been equal to the present We live, as it 
were, in two worlds, heirs to the knowledge of all 
ages—in possession of the past—and present with 
the future. The wheels of universal Providence 
are moving onward with an irresistible momentum 
to develop important changes in the political, social 
and religious aspect of the world. A deep, mighty 
and irresistible under-current is running at the foun - 
dation of society, impelled by the higher instinctive 
impulses of mankind; and on this current, igno
rance, superstition, intollerance and ail false philo- 
«ophy, will be borne like a bubble upon the mighty 
wave, and dashed to atoms upon the rocks of sci-

To this type of mankind we look forward with 
hope. The effervescence now seen, is but upon teh 
surface of society, and caused by the deep boiling 
of this scientific and analytical element It is the 
bubble of the ignorant and superstitions. It will 
pass off in due time, leaving the clear waters of il
luminated reason with the stubborn facts of ad
vanced science unaffected by its presence. This is 
the type through which redemption to the human 
family must come. It is few in numbers, yet mighty 
in cause. _ _
masses. Already has it impressed the idea that 
there is no monopoly in thought—that all men, 
whether born in the garret or in the palace, have 
the right to think, and that the right of thinking 
also carries with it the right of acting. Already 
has it whispered in the ear of our common human
ity that reason is reason—and common sense com
mon sense—and truth truth, whether eliminated 
from the mind of the ploughman or the laboratory 
of the titled professor. Already has it given utter
ance to the sentiment that all men by Nature are 
endowed with the right of thinking, speaking and 
acting, and that each must bear the responsibility 
of the way this right is exercised. And hence im
mense masses of mind are waking up from the 
slumber of ages, and are shaking off the tyranny of • 
forms and plafforms, and are emerging into the 
freedom of those “ whom the truth makes free.” 
Conventional rules, traditional notions and stereo
typed logic, will not answer the demands of this 
type of society. It cuts loose from the coat-tails of 
antiquity, and launches out into the broad ocean 
of investigation, with the full assurance that it is 
better to take politics, philosophy or religion fresh 

' from the fountain, rather than their contaminated 
mixture through the traditions of the past- Thia is 

i a type which we like, because it snuffs the morning 
breeze of feedlom, luxuriates in the meridian sun 

; of reason, and plays with the evening zephyrs of 
truth.

Its influence is rapidly extending to . the

From tha Lockport Messenger. 
IGNORANCE vs. PROGRESS.

BV HUDSON TUTTLE.
Ignorance is the cause of all evil, all suffering and 

misery—all the misfortunes and agonies men suffer 
in their ascending lives. We are told that all of these 
are the results of the providence of God. Strange 
God, strange action of a God! Man .is destined to 
overcome all the obstacles nature throws in his way. 
He is adapted to the reception of the truths of the 
mighty universe and is destined to grasp all the 
laws of the mystic internal and external worlds. 
So long as he is ignorant of those laws he must 
suffer the consequences of infringement But is 
all suffering the result of ignorance, or is there 
some predisposition in man to violate law ? Or if 
he had knowledge could he avoid violating the 
laws of his nature ?—Says an advocate for man’s 
depravity: “A man goes out in a ship, meets a 
tremendous storm, and is cast on the rocks; if he 
had been a few miles on either side he would have 
passed safely through. How could his knowledge 
avail him ?” If he had had a perfect knowledge of 
the coast, of the weather, and had his ship been 
perfectly constructed, he would have passed safely. 
It will be readily admitted that he can become ac
quainted with the coast, and of the weather, as it 
depends on fixed laws and certain causes, he can 
acquaint himself of that. Insects foretell the sea
sons for a year ahead, burrowing deeper before 
cold winters; and the squirrel lays up a greater 
store before a year of frost. These even if led by 
blind instinct, are influenced by causes with which 
man has but to acquaint himself, in order to be as 
thoroughly cognizant of the weather as they. The 
gnat floating in the sunshine, recognizes the minu
test atmospheric change; and certainly man can 
acquaint himself with the causes controlling them . 
And of the last, he ever exposes his life for avarice. 
Ships are not built on the best model for resisting 
the wars of the storm, but for carrying the greatest 
burdens, or cutting the waters with greatest speed, 
and if man refuses to adapt himself to the condi
tions in which he is placed—refuses to learn the 
geography, meteorology, and the best architecture, 
he must suffer for his own ignorance.

The man who wilfully kills another in cold blood, 
and with premeditation, may be thought free from 
the plea of ignorance ; but, in reality, his ignorance 
was the cause of his crime. Consciousness was 
uncultivated ; ignorant of the enormity of the deed. 
Had it been educated, it would have made the 
mind revolt at even the thought of crime.

So ;s it with man in every condition in which he 
is placed. From these, humanity extricates itself 
at last, and learning new wisdom by its bruises, 
goes on its way. It wanders about in darkness, 
guided only by the light of the known through the 
winding labyrinth of the great unknown. This is 
the position of man; so far as he knows, he acts to 
the best of his knowledge; but where he does not 
know, he may act right or wrong, and by the pres
sure of his suffering, receive new light to aid him 
farther on. The known is a drop to the ocean, a 
moment to an infinity of time; with all our vaunt
ed knowledge we know nothing in comparison with 
what we might acquire—what we shall in future. 
We see that the higher man becomes, the more 
harmonious he becomes, and the less misery he 
suffers. Hence ignorance is the cause of all his 
pains and sufferings, all his evils and crimes.

If this is so, and it cannot be doubted, the sphere 
of every one is plainly marked out, and he is so 
much a man in proportion as he follows that course. 
Every one should strive to acquaint himself with 
the laws of his nature, and the conditions to which 
he must adapt him-elf. If he does not adapt him
self to surrounding circumstances, most assuredly 
they will not adapt themselves to him, and he must 
suffer. It is the duty of every one to learn all he 
can, and teach others all he can. Ignorance - stares 
us in the face at every step. It howls at us from 
every gate along our road, and snarls and hisses at 
everything new the active thinkers introduce. Let 
us strive to pour so much of our refulgent light into 
tho world that the darkest places of earth shall be 
elevated.

After these reflection- it is quite hideous to hear 
reverends, doctors and learned professors, pretend
ing to universal knowledge, and setting themselves 
up as capable of unraveling the most difficult prob
lems of mind, its action and its causes. Mark this 
down as an axiom, that wherever and whenever 
you find a person professing to know the mysteri
ous actions of first causes thoroughly, he is a pre
tender and a quack. If these only could see their 
ignorance and .the vanity of their pretensions, how 
insignificant they would appear. Make no preten
sions, but go at the work quietly, and with the 
lamp of reason carefully feel your way through the 
labyrinths of effects and causes, until you rest far 
down on the basis of the universe. Then can you 
speak of the minor effects seen manifest on every 
hand, and from the mighty generalization, embrac
ing creation in its foids.

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

LAUGH AND BE HEALTHY.
We- regret we are unable to -name - the writer of 

the following. The philosophy of mirth here pre
sented, has been a favorite “dogma” with us, in 
public and private, for years. We give it a place at 
this time, that it may stimulate our readers to adopt 
its teachings, and proft by the practice during the 
coming year-—EL Christian Spiritualist.

“Professor Flogel devotes 270 pages to a pro
foundly philosophical investigation of toe origin 
use, and benefit of laughter generally, audtreats of 
its different causes and aspects under thirty-seven 
distinct heads. He is able to inform us how to 
judge a man’s character and disposition by hearing 
him laugh. The melancholy man’s laugh is a poor 
hi hi hi!—the choleric temperament shows itself 
in’a he, he!—the phlegmatic iu a cheerful - ha, ha, 
Jm !—aud a sanguine habit is betrayed by its own 
characteristic ho, ho, ho /”— Westminster Review.

Two hundred and seventy pages devoted to 
laughter! But not too many. As a remedial 
agent nothing equals it One hearty laugh every 
day, will cure each aud all who are sick, or any 
way ailiug of whatever, aud keep those in health 
always well 1 The laugh cure will even beat the 
water cure, potent as it is. Aud the two combin
ed, if universally applied, would soon close every
apothecary shop, lay every physician, water cure 

’ included, on the shelf, and banish every form of ' 
disease from among men. All its giggles effectual
ly stir up every visceral organ, chum the stomach 

■ aud bowels more effectually than anything else can 
possibly do—hence the easy laughers are always 

• fut, hurry the blood through the system with a 
real rush, burst open closed pores, and cast out 

’ morbid matter most rapidly; for how soon does 
'■ hearty laughter induce free perspiration, set the 
1 brain in motion to manufacture emotions, thoughts, 
! and mentality, as nothing can excite it ? and uui- 
! versally practiced would be worth more to the race 

than if California deposits covered the whole earth' 
Only when fully tried, cau it be duly appreciated. 
Laughter is life; while sadness and long-faced se
dateness is death. ,

A medical neighbor tells the following : “ While - 
ou a pic-nic excursion with a party of young peo
ple, discerning a crow’s nest on a rocky precipice, 
they started in great glee to see who would reach 
it first. Their haste being greater than prudence, 
some lost their holds, and were seen rolling aud 
tumbling down the hill-side, bonnets smashed, 
clothes torn, postures ridiculous, &c., but no one 
hurt Then commenced a scene of the most vio
lent and long continued laughter, aud which, being 
all young people well acquainted with each other 
and in the woods, they indulged to a perfect sur
feit. They roared out with merry peal on peal of 
spontaneous laughter; they expressed it by hoot
ing and hallooing when ordinary laughter -became 
insufficient to express the merriment they felt at 
their own ridiculous situations; and those of their 
mates; and ever afterwards the bare mention of 
crow’s uest, occasioned renewed and irrepressible 
laughter.

“ Years after, one of their number fell sick, be - 
came so low that she could not speak, and was 
about breathing her last. '

“Our informant called to see her, gave his name- 
and tried to make himself recognized, but failed, 
till he mentioned the crow’s nest, at which she re
cognized him, and began to laugh and continued 
every little while renewing it, and from that time 
began to mend, recovered, and still lives a me
mento of the laugh cure.”

The very best application of laughter is in con - 
nection with intellect, as in the soul-stirring speech 
where some public folly or wrong is held up to me
rited ridicule—the location of mirthfulness at the 
side of causalty indicating their conjoint exercise.

But whether we - laugh wisely or foolishly, at 
something or nothiug, at ourselves or others, let us 
ha. ha many times a day, aud laugh off many of 
those ills aud petty annoyances at once, over which 
too many now fret and cry.

The hi Id hi, he he he, ha ha ha, ho ho ho, men - 
tioned in the above quotation as sigus’of character, 
are all true, but embody only the merest glimpse 
of those characteristics disclosed by different 
laughs. Thus continued laughter, continuity and 
application ; while a short ha ha of only two ejec
tions, and the first the most forcible, signifies “good 
on the Spirit,” but without consecutiveness. ‘What 
such can do with a rush, they will do first rate, 
yet will plod over nothing. Whole souled, sponta
neous persons, laugh right out heartily and loudly, 
while secretive persons suppress their laughter, 
and hypocrites change their countenance into au 
unmeaning leer. Warm feeling but reserved per
sons hold iu for a while, then burst into a broad 
hearty laugh. Such will be cold and stoical on first 
acquaintance and towards uncongenials, yet warm 
and devoted freiuds when their affections, adhesive 
or conjugal, are once enlisted. Discriminating per
sons laugh with sense or only when something 
laughable is presented; while the undiscemiing 
laugh about as much at what is a little laughable 
as at what is superlatively ridiculous.

Cast iron conservatives laugh little, and then by 
rule; and proud aristocrats must keep on a digni
fied’ hard faced look, while true republican fami
liars laugh freely. Vain persons laugh much, at 
least with their faces, and at what they have said 
and done. Forcible persons laugh “good aud 
strong,” while tame ones laugh tamely. Some laugh 
mainly with their faces, others with both face aud 
body. The former is better for health than noth
ing, yet a thousand times more healthy is the latter.

The old fogy notion that to laugh out loud is de
cidedly vulgar, especially for a female is simply ri
diculous. It is on a par with breathing, thinking, 
and every other natural function. True, there is a 
coarse, gross, sensual, and an exceediugly vulgar 
laugh, yet its vulgarity consists in the sensualism 
of the laughter, not its heartiness.

It is the Spirit that quickeneth; the flesh profit- 
eth nothing. -The words that I speak unto you, 

| they are Spirit and they are life.—St, John,

out furutare; you. ■ may please yourself - with - the t 
prospect, but there, -is nothing within to keep you i 
warm. Si vis nub^s^pa^: those weddings are the 1 
happiest where the parties are first matched before i 
they marry. If a man marries a woman much su- : 
perior - to himself, -he is not so truly husband to his 
wife as he is unawares made slave to her portion. 
Be sure you love her person better than her state, 
for he who marrieth where he doth not love, will 
be sure to love where he doth not marry; and love 
without ends hath no - end. Love is the child of 
Folly; its the strongest of the passions, and often 
found in the weakest minds. Youug men are am
orous, middle age affectionate, old men are doting. 
There is a great difference between a portion aud a 
fortune with your wife ; if she be not virtuous, let 
her fortune be ever so great, she is no fortune to 
you. Its not the lustre of gold, the sparkling dia
monds and emeralds, nor the splendor - of the pur
ple tincture that adorns or embellishes a woman— 
but gravity, discretion, humility, and modesty. A 
young Lacedemonian lass being asked by an ac
quaintance of hers, whether she had yet embraced 
her husband f made answer, “ No, but he had em
braced her.” And there is little or no use to be 
made of a mirror, though iu a frame of gold, en
chased with all the sparkling variety of the richest 
gems, unless it renders back the true similitude of 
the image it receives; so there is nothing of profit 
in a great portion, unless the conditions, temper, 
and humor of the wife be conformable to the dispo
sition and inclination of the husband, aud that he 
sees the virtues of his own mind exactly represent
ed iu hers. Choose such a wife as may sympathise 
with you iu your misfortunes, for marriage is just 
like a sea voyage—he that enters the ship must 
look to meet with storms and tempests. If you 
have children, its better to leave them a competent 
estate with a profession than great riches without 
it; for in the one there is a place for iudusty, but the 
other, like a lure, winning all birds of prey to de
vour them. He that breeds his children well, 
though he leaves them little, gives them much. 
The ancients placed the statue of Venus by that of 
Mercury, to signify that the pleasures of matrimony 
chiefly consist iu the sweetness of conversation. 
They who sacrificed to Juno as the goddess of 
wedlock, never consecrated the gall with the other 
parts of the sacrifice, but having drawn it forth, 
they cast it behind the altar, thereby implying that 
ail passionate anger and bitterness of reproach 
should be terminated from the threshold of nuptial 
cohabitation. If you will be happy, never have 
above one woman iu your bed, one friend in your 
bosom, and one faith in your heart”

the - stocks—but - half built, and yetbuildin? 
one who ' has no knowledge of the ocean, orof-" 
that helpless bulk will becomo the moment 
slides into her element, and rises aud falls upo ' 
flood with joyous greeting.

The value of au acorn is not what it is w _- 
it Bball be when nature has brooded it 'up t* 
hundred years have sung through its br^i^uLh^t I 
left their strength there. e* *

He, thefi, that judges man by what he« 
judges him iu the seed. We must see him ttU t 
some lenses—we must prefigure his immJ^ 
While, then, his industrial value iu life 
pend ou what he cau do, we have here ti#*'d 
uing of a mortal value which bears uo —A? j 
to his power, but to his future destiny,—

FOOD THE BEST PHYSIC. .
An inseparable attendance on good health • 

regular daily action of the bowels; more tha 
speedily induces debility, less causes inauCitie?S 
ness, headaches, fevers, and death. ’

There is, perhaps, uo person livin’- wU-e 1 
Is ai-e not Eade free or cosfive by 
cles of food; the same article effects diffeJ ■ 
sous variously. Each mau must, therefore;/ 
for himself what articles constipate aid 
en’ d ?ct acc°rdinely. A world ofstfferb-wi
multitudes of hvos would be saved every mlV i 
proper attention to this simple suggest!™? but^^ 
one mau or womau m a thousand will give it fo 
atteutmn, hence the great mass of humility periS 
es before prime. *

There are semt articles of food which have vr 
ous effects according to the parts used. The lh- 
appte, or “ maudrake,” is a nutritious fruit • h 
root is cathartic, its leaves a pe■iseu- The commo
house grape is a luscious pro^i^v^c; the pulp p°" 
delicious food, and in health should be the o”/ 
part swallowed ; the seeds loosen the bowels, wf 
the skiu constipates them. Two or three pouut 
of freshly picked, ripe grapes, may be eueD dU 
by a person in good health. The best time iota'' 
ing them is immediately after breakfast audisej

The only safe, as well as the most rational p-E 
tice of physic is to make our food subserve mef- 
uses. Knowing this, a doctor no more takes" 
own pills than au attorney goes to law, or u din 
practices his own preaching.—Halts Jmni, 
Health.

HOW TO MARRY.
The quaint, straight-forward sense of the follow

ing, while it can hardly fail of suggesting thought, 
if read with attention, will, in a marked manner, 
illustrate the difference between the homely bnt 
honest counsel of our ancestors, and the uamby- 
pamyism of the present. It is an extract from 
“ Herman PnHence,” a little volume, printed some 
two hundred years ago, and addressed to a friend:

“ There is one step more to make your life com- 
fortablc, and to advance your fortune, and that is 
well to dispose of yourself in marriage ; certainly a 
business which requireth grave consideration. Ride 
not post for your match ; if you do, you may in 
the period of your journey take Sorrow for your 
inn, and make Repentance your hostt If you mar
ry, espouse a virtuous person; a celebrated beauty, 
like a fair, will draw chapmen from all parts. Make 
choice of your wife by the ears, not the eyes. He 
that in a choice of a wife doth believe the report of 
his sight, is like him who telling out the portion in 
his thoughts, takes the woman upon content, not 
examining her condition, or whether she be .fit for 
him. I would not advise you to marry a woman 
for beauty; for beauty is like summer fruits, which 
are apt to corrupt, and not lasting. Never marry 
so much for a great living as a good life; yet a fair 
wife without a portion is like a brave house with- j

HANGING IN OLD TIMES.
A correspondent of the Boston Transcript gives 

the following incidents : While John Hancock was 
Governor of the Commonwealth, Rachel Whall 
was hung in Boston for highway robbery. Her 
offence consisted in twitching from the hand of 
another female a bonnet worth perhaps seventy- 
five cents, and running off with it. The most ur
gent applications for her pardon were unsuccessful. 
I mention this not to the disparagement of the 
governor. He doubtless acted from a sense of 
duty—thinking it best for the community that the 
laws of the land, however frightfully severe, while 
they were laws, should be executed. A lad of 
eighteen years of age was hung in Salem for arson, 
during the administration of Governor Strong, sim
ilar appeals in his favor being considered and over
ruled. Yet the intelligence and humanity alike of 
the executive and of the Council, notwithstanding 
the result arrived at in both those instances, were 
unquestionable.

Within the same period, a gentleman of this city 
saw a girl of seventeen hung in London for stealing 
a silver cream pitcher. Edward Vaile Brown was 
hung in Boston for burglary committed in the house 
of Captain Osias Goodwin, in Charter street, 
and stealing therefrom sundry articles. I once 
owned a set of the Old Bailey Trials, (1775-1825,) 
embraced in a series of perhaps fifty quarto vol
umes. The earliest of these volumes contained the 
details of the trial of the unfortunate Dr. Dodd, for 
forgery, whose touching appeal for mercy, here 
recorded, was fruitlessly enforced by the splendid 
eloquence of Johnson. In a later volume, long 
after the commencement of the present century, 
eight separate capital convictions are recorded as one 
day's job of a single tribunal, the culprits being all 
boys and girls between the ages of ten and sixteen, 
and their offences petty thefts.

One case I remember, of peculiar judicial atroci
ty. A young girl of seventeen was indicted for 
stealing a roll of ribbon worth three shillings : “ The 
prisoner came into my shop and bought some rib
bon. I saw her secrete this piece also. I person
ally knew her, and was on the most friendly and 
sociable terms with her. When she left the shop 
I accompanied her, and offered her my arm, which 
she accepted. W e chatted together. As we reach
ed the corner of a street leading to the Bow street 
office, I turned toward it. She said she was going 
in another direction, and bade me good morning. 
I said to her ‘No ! you are going with me! I saw 
you steal a piece of my ribbon !’ She immediately 
implored me for God’s sake to overlook it, and re
stored to me the article. I said to her that I had 
lost many things in this way, and was resolved to 
make her an example—that I was determined to 
have her life !" And he got it. I can never forget 
how my blood boiled as I read the testimony of 
this cold-blooded wretch. In view of the judgment 
of a merciful God, far rather, it seemed to me, 
would I have been in the place of that poor, frail, 
erring girl, even on the scaffold, than in the place 
of her heartless accuser.

I rose from the perusal of those volumes, horror- 
struck with the continuous record of inconceivable 
legal cruelty. It seemed to me that the seventy 
thousand hangings in the reign of Henry VIII were 
matched by an equally long list of persons condem
ned to be hung in the reign of George III. Since 
this time much has been done in England by Ro- 
milly, Brougham, Mackintosh and Sydney Smith; 
and as much—perhaps more—by kindred philan
thropists on this side of the Atlantic.

BURIED ALIVE.
At Florence the cholera carried off' dl-Mn lay

persons in the month of August, and the pyj 
tion of the city which usually averages one f 
dred thousand, was thinned down to sixty tU 
and. The indecent haste with which the te 
were buried is illustrated by the following her; 
story, told by a letter from Florence in a Lc.- 
paper:

“ An Italian warehouse-keeper in Palazzci: 
faubourg of Florence) was buried for dead h - 
Trespiano cemetery, with many other scp;-- 
corpses, in a common grave. He awoke to ifc 
of consciousness, and so thin was the coveri; 
the scanty earth above him that he made hi > 
out to the surface. Still weak, he lived for t 
days on roots in the forest which surround-. 
grave yard. At last he recovered srrc.Eth - 
cient to reach his house, where he startie 
family, who were in mourning for him. He i= 
ed them that he distinctly felt the bodies of st 
ous people interred with him moving about. 
grave was opened, and it was found that mary 
in number) hud stirred, and several of then - 
bitten their fingers in agony, and otherwise if 
injured themselves. They were all dead whu- 
investigation was made. The utmost eicis 
prevailed on the subject among the popuhiu 
Exchange.

NOT SO BAD AS REPORTED.
As all manner of hard enterprizes and ff 

is said to belong to Friday, it affords us pjf 
to be able to record the following, as evidetu -
the defence. We copy from the Slate C-pdi 
porter.

Friday not an Unlucky Day.—This day, v 
has been long superstitiously regarded as a 6 
ill-omen, has been an eventful one in America- 
tory.

On Friday, Christopher Columbus sailed £ 
great voyage of discovery ; on Friday, he, th: 
unknown to himself, discovered the contic* 
America; on Friday, Henry Ilf, of England, 
to John Cabot his commission, which led E 
discovery of North America ; on Friday, St. Az 
tine, the oldest town in the United Stares, i 
founded ; on Friday, the May Flower, with the 
grims, made the harbor of Provineewri, and 
the same day they signed that august compact, 
forerunner of the present constitution ; on Frk 
George Washington was born ; on Friday, Bad 
Hill was seized and fortified ; on Friday, the - 
render of Saratoga was made ; on Friday, the-' 
render of Cornwallis, at Yorktown, occurred, 
crowning glory of the American arms; on Fr 
the motion was made in Congress that the U- 
Colonies were, and of right ought to he, feel 
indepenieen—Americans, surely, need re: 
afraid of Friday.

The Will and Way.—I learned crunimur wi 
I was a soldier on the pay of a sixpence : 
The edge of my berth, or that of my guard 
was my seat to study on, my knapsack my t 
case, and a bit of board lying on my lap, was -I 
writing table. I had no money to purchase14 
die or oil, in winter it was rarely that I eoukg 
any light but that of the fire, and only my: 
even of that. To buy a pen or piece of paf-'i 
was compelled to forego some portion of r.NJ 
though in a state of half-starvation. I hd no: 
moment of time that I could call my oil,^ 
had to read and write amid the talkiug, 
singing, whistling and bawling of at least h- 
score of the most thoughtless men—and that t 
in their hours of freedom from control. And I - 
if I, under these circumstances, could cucou- 
and overcome the task—is there, can there It 
the whole worid, a youth who can find an 0" 
for his non-performance ?— Collett.

MAN AND IMMORTALITY.
Man is seed, and birth is planting. He is in life 

for cultivation, not exhibition ; he is here chiefly 
to be acted on, not to be characteristically an agent. 
For though man is an actor, he is yet morearecip- 
ient. Though he produces effects, he receives a 
thousand fold more than he produces. Aud he is 
to be estimated by his capacity for receiving, not 
of doing. He has his least value in what he can 
do; it all lies in what he is capable of having done 
to him. The eye, the ear, the tongue, the nerve of 
touch, all are simple receivers. The understand
ing, the affections, the moral sentiments, all are, 
primarily and characteristically, recipients of influ
ence, and only secondarily are they as agents.__
Now, how different is the value of ore, dead in its 
silent waiting places, from the wrought blade, the 
all but living engine, and the curiously carved . 
utensil.

Of hour little value is a ship standing helpless on

Hatpin-ess.—Happiness is to be attained it 
accustomed chair by the fireside, more than k 
honorary occupation of civic office; in a wife’s 
infinitely more than in the favor of all huniar 
ings else; in children's innocent and joyous pi 
more than in the hearing of flattery; in the i 
procation of little and frequent kindnesses beW 
friend and friend, more than in some occasion'- 
dearly-bought indulgence; in the virtue o' 
tentment, more than in the anxious achieve® 
of wealth, distinction and grandeur; in chan? 
heart more than in the change of circumttanie.’-. 
full, firm trust in Providence, more than in k’r 
for fortune’s favor; in a growing taste for the» 
ties of nature, more than in the fee-simple si“ 
ance of whole acres of land ; in the observant 
neatness and regularity, household virtues, ra 
than in the means of ostentatious, and, tntrt-• 
rare display; in a hand-maiden’s cheerful- 
more than in the improved tone of polien'ess! 
in the friendship of our next-door neighbor 1 
than in the condescending notice of my ltf® ® 
—Martyria,


